Until recently, the transformational approach provided the only available formal analysis of visual regularities like repetition and mirror symmetry. This theoretical study presents a new analysis, based on the recently developed concept of holographic regularity. This concept applies to the intrinsic character of regularity and specifies the unique formal status of perceptually relevant regularities. The crucial point is that the two analyses imply the same structure for repetition but a different structure for mirror symmetry. Transformationally, mirror symmetry is an all-or-nothing property, whereas holographically, it is a graded property. This difference pervades the understanding of both perfect regularities and perturbed regularities. Whereas the transformational approach explains hardly any goodness phenomenon, the holographic approach explains a wide variety of goodness phenomena in a coherent way that is ecologically plausible as well.
was probably not the first and certainly not the last to notice that mirror symmetry is something "we see at a glance." Mach (1886) , for instance, pointed out that, perceptually, mirror symmetry is very salient, and the Gestalt psychologists (Koffka, 1935 (Koffka, / 1962 assigned to mirror symmetry a high level of "goodness." In this theoretic study of visual regularities, mirror symmetry plays a central role, and goodness is the term we use to refer to the salience, or perceptual strength, of a regularity. Empirically, the goodness of a regularity is generally operationalized in terms of its detectability, discriminability, or insensitivity to noise (detectability despite noise). There is no a priori reason these empirical variables should correlate, but empirical data consistently imply that a regularity can be said to be "better" if it is faster detected, more easily discriminated, and less sensitive to noise.
Visual regularities are crucial cues in structuring the visible world (Attneave, 1954; Garner, 1974; Klix, 1971; Koffka, 1935 Koffka, /1962 Leeuwenberg, 1971; Palmer, 1983; Wagemans, 1995; Wertheimer, 1923) . This means that regularity detection is not a perceptual objective in itself but a part of the general perceptual interpretation process that is applied to every pattern. In this study, we elaborate on two strongly interrelated fundamental questions:
(a) Why are only a few specific regularities perceptually relevant? and (b) How can the goodness of visual regularities be explained?
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Correspondence concerning this article should be addressed to Peter A. van der Helm, NICI, University of Nijmegen, RO. Box 9104, 6500 HE Nijmegen, The Netherlands. Electronic mail may be sent via Interrier to helm@nici.kun.nl. 429 symmetry, repetition and centric symmetry have always been considered perceptually relevant, and nowadays the Moir~ structure in Glass patterns (Glass, 1969; Glass & P6rez, 1973; Prazdny, 1984 ) is included as well (see Figure 1 ) . The literature contains a wide variety of empirical data concerning the goodness of those visual regularities. Various explanations for some of the data have been given, but a general explanatory scheme for many or all data has never been presented. The most puzzling is that, generally, mirror symmetry and Glass patterns are about equally good and better than repetition and centric symmetry. We address all four of them, but the main focus is on mirror symmetry and repetition. As for centric symmetry, we conceive it as repetition in polar coordinates. This implies that repetition and centric symmetry are predicted to exhibit the same goodness properties (we discuss these properties mainly in terms of repetition). This prediction is supported by Zimmer (1984) who, to our knowledge, is the only one who compared repetition and centric symmetry with each other; his data are consistent with studies comparing mirror symmetry with either repetition or centric symmetry (Chipman, 1977; Hamada & Ishihara, 1988; Palmer & Hemenway, 1978; Royer, 1981 ) .
We use the terms repetition and centric symmetry even though nowadays those regularities are known better as translational symmetry and rotational symmetry. The latter terms stem from the transformational approach, which until recently provided the only available formalization of regularity. This formalization is used in various scientific areas. In perception, it has been advocated most prominently by Garner ( 1966 Garner ( , 1970 Garner ( , 1974 and Palmer (1982 Palmer ( , 1983 Palmer ( , 1991 . It does, however, not provide satisfactory answers to the questions mentioned earlier.
In contrast, the recently developed holographic approach provides a coherent answer to both questions, based on an alternative formalization of regularity . In this study, the main issue is to confront the transformational approach with the holographic approach, regarding the goodness of two-dimensional (2D) pattern regularities. The transformational approach was originally designed for regularity in three-dimensional (3D) objects, and the holographic approach for regularity in one-dimensional (1D) symbol sequences. The principles of both theories, however, can be generalized straightforwardly to 2D pattern regularity. Both the transformational approach and the holographic approach are representation theories: They aim at explaining visual phenomena primarily in terms of static qualities of the representations that result from the perceptual process. This contrasts with process theories, which aim at explaining visual phenomena primarily in terms of dynamic qualities of the perceptual process itself. Many process theorists adhere to the metatheoretic rationale that the perceptual sensitivity for certain regularities is the result of a gradual evolutionary adaptation to the presence of those regularities in this world. The assumption, then, is that presence is correlated to evolutionary relevance, for instance, because many living, and therefore potentially dangerous or edible, objects exhibit some kind of visual regularity. According to this rationale, mirror symmetry is better than repetition because, within objects, mirror symmetry occurs more often than repetition.
We have doubts about this rationale. First, it suggests a diverging development towards various distinct and more or less fixed sensitivities. This does not seem able to account for goodness phenomena which involve interacting regularities. Figure  2 , for instance, illustrates that extra regularity in each half of a twofold repetition has a stronger effect than extra regularity in each half of a mirror symmetry (Corballis & Roldan, 1974 Figure 2 . Extra regularity in each half of a twofold repetition (A) or amirror symmetry (B) enhances the total goodness, but more so in the case of the twofold repetition, which becomes about as good as the mirror symmetry. Second, the assumption that external evolutionary pressure is the origin of the various sensitivities does not seem to hold for Glass patterns and skewed mirror symmetry (see Figures 1B  and 3B ). The typically human-made Glass patterns are remarkably good (Maloney, Mitchison, & Barlow, 1987) , but seem hardly evolutionary relevant. Inversely, detection of skewed mirror symmetry is evolutionary more relevant but yet more difficult than detection of orthofrontal mirror symmetry (Locher & Smets, 1992; King, Meyer, Tangney, & Biederman, 1976; Wagemans, Gool, & d'Ydewalle, 1992) . These aspects do perhaps not disprove the above rationale but, at the least, question its validity. We agree that visual regularity has something to do with "objectness" (i.e., it provides cues for object identification ). However, whereas the rationale just described implies that external evolutionary pressure gradually caused the perceptual sensitivity for certain regularities, we as yet assume it was caused by an accidentally emerging yet evolutionary successful internal principle. Such an internal principle could apply to the way in which the perceptual process dynamically picks up and processes information from the physical world, but we believe it applies first of all to the static structure of the representations that result from the process. This does not exclude evolutionary changes in the process, as long as the process remains subjected to that representational principle. Evolutionary, the quality of the result of the process, is more important than the quality of the process itself. (An inefficient process with useful results has more survival value than an efficient process with useless results.) Our metatheoretic rationale, therefore, is that the perceptual system is governed by an internal representational principle that merely happened to have evolutionary survival value, because, in apparently a sufficient number of cases, it appeared to imply a useful relation between the external physical world and the internal representation of that world.
Both the transformational approach and the holographic approach start from internal representational principles embodying the relation between regularity and objectness. Because they moreover provide the only available formalizations of visual regularity, it is challenging to confront these two theories with each other. Conceptually, there are many points of agreement between the two theories, but the topic of regularity goodness reveals a point of fundamental disagreement. This point concerns the structure of visual regularities (see Figure 4) . With respect to the structure of repetition, there is still agreement. Both theories imply that repetition gets a block structure." Each of the repeated subpatterns becomes one substructure. The two Repetition gets, transformationally and holographically, a block structure in which each of the repeated subpatterns constitutes one substructure. Mirror symmetry gets, transformationally, a block structure in which each symmetry half constitutes one substructure. Holographically, mirror symmetry gets a point structure in which each dot constitutes one substructure.
theories disagree, however, on the structure of mirror symmetry. This crucial point may be introduced as follows.
The transformational approach deals with intrapattern regularity in the same way as it deals with interpattern characteristics relevant for shape constancy and apparent motion (Cassirer, 1944; Carlton & Shepard, 1990a , 1990b Palmer, 1983) . In this context, it pursues the idea that the perceptual system represents intrapattern regularity on the basis ofinvariance under the transformations (such as rotations and translations) an object undergoes when rigidly moving in 3D space. Thus, mirror symmetry is represented by a 180", 3D rotation of the pattern about the axis of symmetry, as it is invariant under this transformation. This implies that mirror symmetry gets a block structure: Each symmetry half becomes one substructure. This means that mirror symmetry is an all-ornothing property: Even the slightest noise destroys the transformational invariance relationship between the two symmetry halves.
Whereas the transformational approach focuses on external pattern transformations to assess internal pattern structure, the holographic approach focuses directly on internal identity relationships between subpatterns. The holographic approach has been developed within the framework of the structural information theory (Leeuwenberg, 1969 (Leeuwenberg, , 1971 ). This coding theory uses "informational" pattern descriptions in the style of Attneave (1954) , combined with Hochberg and McAlister's ( 1953 ) minimum principle, which states that the simplest structural description of a pattern reflects its perceptually preferred interpretation. This context brought forth the concept of holographic regularity, which reflects the idea that the perceptual system represents regularity in line with the way in which objects grow. Thus, mirror symmetry is represented in line with the fact that it can be extended by adding new elements, preserving its mirror-symmetric character. This implies that mirror symmetry gets a point structure: Each point in each symmetry half becomes one substructure. This means that mirror symmetry is a graded property, given by a sort of symmetry-to-noise ratio: It is disturbed by noise but still supported by intact mirror-symmetric point pairs.
Transformationally, both repetition and mirror symmetry get a block structure. Consequently, as we will argue, the transformational approach explains hardly any goodness phenomenon. In contrast, the holographic difference between repetition and mirror symmetry (block structure and point structure, respectively) indicates the start of a coherent explanation of perhaps not all but, at the least, many goodness phenomena. This explanation is the main topic in this article. To set the stage, we first discuss process theories and indicate limits of representation theories.
Goodness: Process-Based or Representation-Based?
During the past decades, research on perceptual process theories has become quite extensive. This has probably been stimulated by modern technology demanding computer-implementable models, and in the case of goodness research, it l~as probably also been stimulated by the failure of representation theories, so far, to explain goodness phenomena representationally. We believe, however, that most goodness phenomena can be explained representationally. Even so, there are some goodness phenomena that cannot fully be explained representationally, and which seem to require process-related explanations.
Regarding experimental search tasks involving regularity detection, there is a consensus that the path from stimulus to response falls apart into two stages (Bruce & Morgan, 1975; Freyd & Tversky, 1984; Jenkins, 1983; Julesz, 1971; Locher & Nodine, 1987; Palmer & Hemenway, 1978) . The first stage is believed to comprise a fast and preattentive process: It picks up information from a stimulus, and it yields a representation of that stimulus. This preattentive process is assumed not to be influenced by knowledge (Rock, 1983) . Evidence for the existence of such a preattentive process can be found in several studies (Baylis & Driver, 1994; Locher & Nodine, 1973 Palmer & Hemenway, 1978 ; see also Royer, 1981; Wagemans, 1995 ) . The second stage is believed to comprise a cognitively controlled attentive process: It is influenced by attention and by knowledge about, among others, the experimental task, and it involves scrutiny of the stimulus. Generally, process theories are concerned primarily with the preattentive process.
We do not question the two process stages, but we disagree with the commonly accepted opinion about the quality of the preattentively obtained representation and about the role of the attentive scrutiny. Usually, the preattentive process is supposed to yield a rough representation that is completed by attentive scrutiny (Julesz, 1971 ) . We, however, believe that the preattentively obtained representation is already complete and that attentive scrutiny merely aims at verifying it. Near the end of this section, we return to this, but first we discuss various process theories.
There are roughly two ways in which the preattentive process might deal with mirror symmetry. First, more or less consistent with the transformational block structure of mirror symmetry, it might be detected by way of an auto/cross-correlation mechanism. This yields a rough representation comprising a degree of similarity of the two symmetry halves. Such a mechanism could meet the transformational incapability of dealing with noise. However, auto/cross-correlation does not seem to work properly as a model for the perception of mirror symmetry (Barlow & Reeves, 1979; Tapiovaara, 1990) . Second, a more complete representation results from detecting mirror symmetry in a point-by-point fashion. This possibility is consistent with the holographic point structure of mirror symmetry, and it is advocated by most process theories (Jenkins, 1983; Wagemans, Gool, & d'Ydewalle, 1991; Wagemans, Gool, Swinnen, & Horebeek, 1993; Zhang & Gerbino, 1992) . Even Palmer's ( 1982 Palmer's ( , 1983 process model, based on "local spatial analyzers," operates in a sort of point-by-point fashion rather than in a blockwise fashion, as one might expect from Palmer's transformational view on mirror symmetry.
To establish the goodness difference between mirror symmetry and repetition, many process options have been proposed. For instance, it might be due to the mirror-symmetric neural architecture of the brain or the retina (Julesz, 1971 ) or because the process always searches for mirror symmetry first and only then for repetition (Bruce & Morgan, 1975; Fox, 1975) . For both options, however, there seems to be no evidence (Corballis, Miller, & Morgan, 1971; Jenkins, 1983) . Other options are, for instance, that mirror symmetry is assessed by a parallel process, and repetition by a serial process (Baylis & Driver, 1994) , or that the process is guided by local attention that enables immediate detection of partial mirror symmetry around the symmetry axis but not of partial repetition (Palmer, 1983 ) . These options may all be plausible, but the problem is that they do not yield a process flexible enough to account for the wide variety of goodness phenomena. To account for this variety, one could propose multiple mechanisms (Tyler, Hardage, & Miller, 1995 ) , but this seems to lead to an unlikely proliferation of subprocesses (Wagemans, 1995 ) .
The foregoing discussion has described some of the problems process theories are facing in developing comprehensive explanations of goodness phenomena. We claim that the representational holographic approach explains a wide variety of goodness phenomena within, of course, certain limits. For instance, Saarinen (1988) found that the detectability of eccentrically (nonfoveally) presented mirror symmetry decreases with increasing eccentricity. This suggests that eccentric vision is inferior to central vision. Such an effect cannot be inferred from a representation theory, and it seems to be caused by properties of the neural hardware on which the process runs.
Furthermore, there is evidence that the salience of a mirror symmetry is influenced by the orientation of its symmetry axis (Barlow & Reeves, 1979; Baylis & Driver, 1994; Kahn & Foster, 1986; Palmer & Hemenway, 1978; Rock & Leaman, 1963; Wenderoth, 1995 ) . The effect usually found is that a vertical axis is more salient than a horizontal axis, which in turn is more salient than an oblique axis. In the holographic approach, the perceptual system is assumed to produce object-centered representations (cf. Marr, 1982) , which means that the orientation of a pattern relative to its context is not included in the representation of that pattern. Such an orientation effect therefore lies beyond the limits of the holographic approach, but there are extenuating circumstances. Wagemans (1995) , for instance, reviewed several orientation studies that did not find the usual orientation effect or even found an opposite effect (Corballis & Roldan, 1975; Fisher & Bornstein, 1982; Jenkins, 1983 Jenkins, , 1985 Pashler, 1990 ; see also Locher & Smets, 1992) .
We believe that orientation effects arise in the attentive stage, because of ecological or gravitational biases toward certain orientations. In that stage, all kinds of knowledge structures may play a role, including viewer-dependent or context-dependent reference frames. In other words, stimulus orientation is a cognitively inferred feature rather than a genuine perceptual feature (Latimer, Joung, & Stevens, 1994; Wenderoth, 1995) . Wagemans et al. ( 1992 Wagemans et al. ( , 1993 found the usual orientation effect for orthofrontally presented mirror symmetry but not for mirror symmetry presented skewed about its symmetry axis. This way of skewing does not affect the orientation of the symmetry axis. They argue that the orientation effect, as far as it occurs, is in fact not based on the orientation of the symmetry axis but on the orientation of the "virtual lines" that connect mirrorsymmetric point pairs. In orthofrontal mirror symmetry, these two orientations cannot be disentangled, but in skewed mirror symmetry they can. We agree with their view that those virtual lines are the anchors for the preattentive detection of mirror symmetry and that the symmetry axis is merely a by-product (i.e., a feature that emerges after the detection of the mirror symmetry). This view contrasts with Palmer and Hemenway's (1978) view that the orientation effect is based on a preattentive bias in the selection of an axis preceding the search for mirror symmetry about that axis.
The just-mentioned case of skewed mirror symmetry also lies beyond the limits of the holographic approach. Representationally, skewed mirror symmetry is, at best, nothing more than orthofrontal mirror symmetry plus depth (Attneave, 1954) . This does not fully explain that the detectability of skewed mirror symmetry decreases with increasing skewing angle (King et al., 1976; Locher & Smets, 1992; Wagemans et al., 1991 Wagemans et al., , 1992 . To account for the difference between orthofrontal and skewed mirror symmetry, Wagemans et al. ( 1991 Wagemans et al. ( , 1993 proposed the bootstrap model, which is one of the most elaborate and promising process models.
The bootstrap model deals with mirror symmetry by way of the earlier mentioned virtual lines that connect mirror-symmetric point pairs. These virtual lines share orientational unifor-mity and midpoint collinearity, and they are therefore useful in the detection process (cf. Jenkins, 1983 ). The bootstrap model, however, also uses the fact that in orthofrontal mirror symmetry two virtual lines constitute a "correlational quadrangle" (i.e., a mirror-symmetric trapezoid; see Figure 5A ). Once such a trapezoid has been found, it can serve as a starting point for bootstrapping (i.e., it facilitates the search for additional trapezoids in a unique propagation direction, along its symmetry axis). If the trapezoids are the genuine result of the mirror symmetry in the pattern, the coinciding symmetry axes of the trapezoids eventually "produce" the global symmetry axis. In a skewed mirror symmetry, the virtual lines still share orientational uniformity and midpoint collinearity, but there are no bootstrapping correlational quadrangles (see Figure 5B ), so detection advances much slower.
The bootstrap approach provides a plausible explanation for the difference between orthofrontal and skewed mirror symmetry. Also with respect to various other effects, the bootstrap model is appealing (for further details and empiric support, see Wagemans et al., 1993) . It does, however, not (yet) provide a comprehensive understanding of goodness. For instance, Wagemans ( 1995 ) suggested that the bootstrap approach might explain the goodness difference between orthofrontal mirror symmetry and orthofrontal repetition, as follows. Orthofrontal mirror symmetry yields virtual mirror-symmetric trapezoids, and analogously, orthofrontal repetition yields virtual parallelograms (see Figures 5A and 5C ). Clearly, if goodness predictions would be based on the number of those correlational quadrangles, then the goodness difference between mirror symmetry and repetition cannot be predicted. Wagemans therefore argued that mirror-symmetric trapezoids allow a higher degree of bootstrapping than parallelograms, because the symmetry axis in a mirror-symmetric trapezoid indicates a unique propagation Figure 5 . Correlational quadrangles as employed in Wagemans et al.'s ( 1991 Wagemans et al.'s ( , 1993 bootstrap model. In orthofrontal mirror symmetry (A), two virtual lines (bold dashes) constitute a virtual mirror-symmetric trapezoid, which enables bootstrapping in the search for additional trapezoids. In skewed mirror symmetry (B), the skewing deforms the trapezoids so that bootstrapping is not possible. Orthofrontal twofold repetition (C) and translational Glass patterns (D) get, equivalently, virtual parallelograms. direction, whereas the two pairs of parallel sides in a parallelogram indicate two possible propagation directions. We doubt this difference is strong enough to explain the goodness differenqe: In repetition, one additional parallelogram already disambiguates the propagation direction while, moreover, the virtual-line length is fixed (in mirror symmetry, it is variable). Furthermore, the bootstrap approach seems to predict that translational Glass patterns are as good as twofold repetition because both yield, equivalently, virtual parallelograms (see Figures 5C and 5 D) . However, such Glass patterns are generally as good as mirror symmetry (i.e., better than twofold repetition). Finally, we do not see how the bootstrap approach may explain that extra regularity in each halfofa twofold repetition has a stronger effect than extra regularity in each half of a mirror symmetry (Corballis & Roldan, 1974 ; see Figure 2 ). The goodness difference between mirror symmetry and repetition touches the heart of the matter in formalizing visual regularity, at process level as well as at representation level. Apart from that goodness difference, a plausible assumption is that both kinds of regularity are assessed by a similar process: Either both by a process that operates in a pointwise fashion (as in the bootsti'ap approach) or both by a process that operates in a blockwise fashion (as in auto/cross-correlation). The latter option is consistent with the representational block structure of both regularities in the transformational approach. However, as indicated when discussing process options that do take the goodness difference into account, the problem is that the wide variety of goodness phenomena requires a much more flexible process. By flexible, we do not mean many different mechanisms but a simple mechanism, or at most a few simple mechanisms, able to produce many different results. With this, we allude to our preference for developing a comprehensive representation theory first. This preference is also based on the following empirical considerations.
On the path from stimuli to responses, the representations are nearer by the responses than the preattentive process, so responses might be based on static properties of the representations rather than on dynamic properties of the preattentive process. Furthermore, process theories face the problem of disentangling the preattentive and attentive stages in the process. If responses are related to process properties, they might be related to properties of the attentive process rather than to properties of the preattentive process, because the attentive process is nearest by the responses. This point would be problematic, particularly if the earlier mentioned scrutiny in the attentive stage aims at completing a rough preattentively obtained representation, because in that case the properties of the two processes can be expected to be essentially different. If, however, the preattentively obtained representation is already complete, a verifying scrutiny might exhibit a "reverberation" of the preattentive pick-up process, in the sense that both processes deal in a similar way with the same information. More specifically, the representations might allow the attentive process to have access to represented pattern information, in the same way the preattentive process picks up this information from the pattern. In that case, there is less need to disentangle the two process stages. But then insight in the representations is very important, as they should contain pattern information in such a way that the "reverberation" is enabled.
In summary, we do not oppose process theories as such, but we think it is more expedient to develop a comprehensive representation theory first. Therefore, in the remainder of this article, we now and again return sideways to process ideas but focus on representation theories.
The Transformational Approach
Since the time of ancient Greece, symmetry has been associated with notions like harmony, balance, and stability. In the visual domain, symmetry applied to mirror symmetry only.
This century, the latter meaning has changed, and symmetry has become a synonym for regularity. This change has been caused by the transformational approach, which borrowed from mathematics the definition of a symmetry as a transformation that leaves its object invariant. As a consequence, mirror symmetry is nowadays also called reflectional symmetry. Another, nontransformational, name is bilateral symmetry," we use this name to include "broken" mirror symmetry as well. Furthermore, repetition and centric symmetry are, nowadays, predominantly called translational symmetry and rotational symmetry, respectively. These changes reflect the enormous impact of the transformational approach. The main reason for this impact is that it provided the only available formalization of regularity. Instead of "just a theory" on regularity, it became something almost like the Bible for research on regularity-based structures in areas such as physics, art, and perception (see Shubnikov & Koptsik, 1974; Weyl, 1952) . The following multidisciplinary overview provides the ingredients of the transformational view on regularity in perception.
The transformational approach originates from a geometric system to describe regularity in 3D objects. A regular polyhedron (like a cube) fills up exactly the same space before and after various rotations of the polyhedron, precisely because of the regularity in such an object. Such a rotation is a mathematical "symmetry" for that object. We call it an invariance transformation, which, moreover, is called rigid because it lets an object move as if it were rigid even if it is not. For every 3D object, the set of all invariance transformations is a group. Groups form an appealing and powerful mathematical concept (see Hall, 1960) and apply to sets of arbitrary elements, with several specific properties. At present, the only relevant property is closedness: To be a group, a set of transformations has to contain every composite of two or more of its transformations. Such a composite is equivalent to applying those transformations one after the other. Clearly, for every 3D object, every composite of invariance transformations is itself an invariance transformation as well, so the set of all invariance transformations is "closed."
In crystallography, groups of rigid invariance transformations provide a useful geometric classification system: Every crystal shape can be classified in terms of these groups, each class being specified by the type and number of the transformations in the group that describes the crystals in that class. In art science, particularly in research on repetitive ornamental motifs (as in bands, friezes, and Arabic art), more or less the same geometric classification system is used, adapted to 2D patterns. A 2D pattern, taken as a 2D object in 3D space (think of a pattern drawn on a transparent sheet), may be invariant under rigid 2D or 3D transformations. For instance, a "full-circle" centric symmetry (identical subpatterns distributed equally over a full imaginary circle contour) remains invariant under a group of rotations in the 2D pattern-plane, and a mirror symmetry remains invariant under a "flip" (i.e., under a 180" 3D-rotation about the symmetry axis). Together with the now irrelevant "identity" transformation, the flip forms a group. (The identity transformation does not transform, yet it is mathematically a necessary element in a group; we will no more mention it.)
The adaptation to 2D patterns affects the significance of using groups. On the one hand, the group concept still plays a role in the inclusion of the two transformations reflection and glide, which form a group each. The nonrigid reflection describes mirror symmetry by interchanging, at one time, all mirror-symmetric point pairs. The glide describes a regularity that occurs frequently in art. It can be illustrated by a track of footprints: The left half of the track is the mirror image of the right half but shifted one step along the track. On the other hand, the group concept loses significance by the inclusion of translations for the description of repetition. A repetition pattern is invariant under a group of translations, only if the pattern is extended infinitely such that the pattern contains an infinite number of identical subpatterns, and the group an infinite number of translations. Such patterns do not occur in art. As a consequence, the classes in the classification system are specified by the type of transformations involved rather than by the number of transformations in some group.
In perception, the transformational approach claims it provides a coherent formal framework for both interpattern structure and intrapattern structure. Interpattern structure applies to topics like shape constancy and (apparent) motion, and in that domain, the transformational approach has been quite successful (Carlton & Shepard, 1990a , 1990b Cassirer, 1944; Palmer, 1983) . Intrapattern structure applies to topics related to 2D-pattern interpretation, such as pattern representation, pattern segmentation, and pattern goodness. In this domain, which this study focuses on, the transformational approach got a great impulse by the work of Garner (Garner, 1962 (Garner, , 1966 (Garner, , 1970 (Garner, , 1974 Garner & Clement, 1963) and Palmer ( 1982 Palmer ( , 1983 Palmer ( , 1991 . The transformational classification system usually used is basically the same as the one used in art science, except that the glide is not used. There are, however, a few interesting variations.
First, Buffart ( 1987 ) used groups of only nonrigid invariance transformations (permutations that interchange identical subpatterns), in an attempt to obtain a formal criterion that specifies the perceptually relevant groups of such transformations. Buffart's attempt, however, did not reach its goal (Helm, 1988 and plays no further role in this article.
Second, Leyton ( 1986a Leyton ( , 1986b Leyton ( , 1992 proposed an "all-embracing" mathematical theory of perception and cognition, in which groups and transformations play a central role. This theory has attracted much attention, but its validity is at the least questionable. Leyton took mathematics as a criterion for psychological truth, sustaining his psychological claims with only a few conveniently chosen examples and ignoring or misrepresenting data and ideas that have been around for a long time already. Moreover, Hendrickx and Wagemans ( 1995 ) have convincingly argued that Leyton's mathematical formalism is quite erroneous. In this study, we refer sideways to only the following aspect of Leyton's theory. With respect to visual regularity, Ley-ton's theory implies a constructivistic usage of groups of only the rigid rotations and translations: For instance, a repetition pattern is represented by translations of one subpattern as if to stampwise construct the entire pattern.
We take Palmer's ( 1982 Palmer's ( , 1983 Palmer's ( , 1991 approach as the standard transformational approach. In contrast to Leyton, Palmer started from psychology and provided a most comprehensive insight in psychological implications of transformational principles. Both Palmer and Leyton used the flip as descriptor of mirror symmetry. Palmer also used the reflection as an equivalent descriptor. The transformational description of mirror symmetry is, in this article, the main point against which we argue. It is therefore expedient to go into more detail on this point.
Consider, for a mirror-symmetric pattern, the set • of all transformations that each interchange only one mirror-symmetric point pair. Each of these point-pair transformations is an invariance transformation for the pattern, but the set • is not a group. To form a group, it should be "closed": It should be expanded to the set G(~), which contains every composite of transformations in • (i.e., every transformation that interchanges, at one time, a subset of those point pairs). In contrast, the reflection, which interchanges at one time all those point pairs, is one transformation that as such already forms a group. The same holds for the flip.
Both the reflection and the flip imply that mirror symmetry gets a block structure: Each symmetry half becomes one substructure. (Substructures are subpatterns identified with each other by a single transformation.) This block structure implies an all-or-nothing relationship between the two symmetry halves: Even the slightest noise in the mirror symmetry destroys the transformational invariance relationship between the two symmetry halves. In contrast, the earlier mentioned set ff would imply that each point in each symmetry half becomes one substructure, so that mirror symmetry would get a point structure implying a graded relationship between the two symmetry halves. The set • is, however, neither before nor after closure taken as a transformational descriptor of mirror symmetry. It is true that before closure the set ,I, is not a group and that after closure the Group G(cI,) is perceptually irrelevant. G(~) merely yields an exhaustive list of invariance transformations that are due to the mirror symmetry but that cannot be said to impose a specific structure. In the next section, however, we argue that these aspects do raise questions about the perceptual validity of the transformational view on regularity.
The Status of the Transformational View on Visual Regularity
An important claim of the transformational approach in perception is that the domains of both interpattern structure and intrapattern structure are governed by the same transformational principles. This claim is certainly appealing but not necessarily valid. Troscianko (1987) , for instance, found that positional uncertainty (due to isoluminance or "jitter") of dots in dot patterns is disastrous for the detection of apparent motion but not for the detection of mirror symmetry (see also Tyler et al., 1995 ) . Our argument applies to the domain ofintrapattern structure only, and in that domain the transformational view does not, in our opinion, yield a satisfactory explanation of perceptual aspects of visual regularities. We discuss this issue first at the theoretical level and then at the level between theory and empirics.
At the theoretical level, the problem is that the transformational approach is perhaps able to describe certain attributes of regularity, but does not grasp regularity itself. It answers, only to a limited extent, the question of why only a few specific regularities are perceptually relevant. Palmer's (1983) answer to that question is that the perceptually relevant regularities are specified by invariance under groups of Euclidean similarity transformations (rotations, translations, reflections, and dilatations). Leyton (1986a) narrowed this to groups of rotations and translations only, in line with an assumed relation between regularity and rigid object motion. These choices provide perhaps plausible answers, but they remain choices based on intuitively assumed relations between regularity and something else and not on some formal criterion concerning regularity as such. To our knowledge, only Buffart (1987) tried, albeit unsuccessfully, to formulate such a criterion in terms of transformation groups.
The choice to use transformations does not reflect a criterion, nor does the choice to consider groups. Transformations are nothing more than "tools" to describe certain attributes of regularity: Without restrictions on the transformations to be used, every imaginable kind of regularity can be described by transformations. Furthermore, for every object (in 1D, 2D, or 3D), every set of invariance transformations can be expanded trivially to form a group. This "free" aspect can perhaps be exploited, but not as a criterion to specify perceptual relevance of regularities. Groups form certainly an appealing and powerful mathematical concept, but hardly more than that as far as perception is concerned (Cutting, 1986 (Cutting, , 1987 . Not one of the properties typical to groups is useful as a determinant of perceptual aspects of regularity. In the crystallographic classification system, the closedness (although not typical to groups only) still plays a role in the sense that a class is specified by not only the type of the transformations concerned but also by the number of transformations in some group. In perception, however, numbers of transformations have been related to perceptual aspects of regularities (discussed later) but not by way of groups. In fact, the choice to consider groups is counterproductive, as illustrated by the sets • and G(cI,) in the previous section: ~ is relevant but not a group, whereas expanded to G(~), it is a group but not relevant.
Using the number of transformations in some group poses a problem particularly in the case of repetition because, as mentioned, a repetition should be extended infinitely to "show" a group. Perceptually, this yields a circularity: Given a finite repetition pattern, its repetition structure has to be recognized and extrapolated to infinity first in order to enable a group of translations to assess that very repetition structure. Palmer ( 1982 Palmer ( , 1983 acknowledges this circularity and argues that, in practice, it hardly poses a problem to the application of transformational insights to regularity. (Usually the number of identical subpatterns in a repetition, minus one, is taken as the relevant number of translations.) We agree with this, but our point is that this circularity illustrates that groups of transformations do not grasp regularity itself but rather an accidental attribute of regularity (see also .
At the level between theory and empirics, the problem is that virtually all empiric goodness data contradict every transformational account of goodness proposed so far. In line with Garner (1966 Garner ( , 1970 Garner ( , 1974 , the usual transformational quantification of goodness holds: The more invariance transformations, the more support for the regularity, the better. For repetition, this quantification implies: The more identical subpatterns, the better. For multiple mirror symmetry, it implies that the more symmetry axes, the better. Although we do not agree completely with these implications (see later discussion), we admit they are appealing. It is clear, however, that the quantification does not differentiate correctly between repetition and mirror symmetry. This may be illustrated by means of the two prototypical stimuli in Figure 6 . The twofold repetition in Figure 6A has been constructed by juxtaposing two copies of a random dot pattern, and the mirror symmetry in Figure 6B has been constructed by juxtaposing that same random dot pattern and its mirror image. According to the standard transformational approach, these two stimuli are "transformationally equivalent": Not only is the regularity, in both stimuli, assessed by one transformation (a half-stimulus translation and a flip, respectively), but these transformations also imply that in both stimuli each pattern half becomes one substructure. Because of this transformational equivalence, one might expect perceptual equivalence as well. However, nearly all empirical studies of this topic show that this is not true. Later on, we go into more detail on this, but briefly the situation is as follows. The transformational view on mirror symmetry and twofold repetition implies that changing the number of dots in the stimuli in Figure 6 should not affect the goodness of both regularities. Empirical data show that mirror symmetry is indeed hardly affected by it, but they also show that twofold repetition is strongly affected by it (Baylis & Driver, 1994; Tapiovaara, 1990) . Furthermore, the flip implies that mirror symmetry is an all-or-nothing property, whereas empirical data show that it is a graded property (Barlow & Reeves, 1979; Freyd & Tversky, 1984; Locher & Smets, 1992; Masame, 1986 Masame, , 1987 Troscianko, 1987; Wenderoth, 1995; Zhang & Gerbino, 1992) . Moreover, empirical data show that mirror symmetry is generally better than twofold repetition (Baylis & Driver, 1994 Bruce & Morgan, 1975; Corballis & Roldan, 1974; Fitts, Weinstein, Rappaport, Anderson, & Leonard, 1956; Julesz, 1971; Kubovy, 1993; Zimmer, 1984) . This goodness difference between twofold repetition and mirror symmetry especially is generally acknowledged, and it has been since the time of Mach ( 1886 Figure 6 . Prototypical stimuli for comparing repetition (A) with mirror symmetry (B). The twofold repetition has been constructed by juxtaposing two copies of a random dot pattern, and the mirror symmetry by juxtaposing that same random dot pattern and its mirror image.
The preceding discussion needs a further qualification in the sense that there are several transformational options that do differentiate between twofold repetition and mirror symmetry. A mathematically appealing option would be to exploit the group concept: Mirror symmetry might be better because, by way of the single flip, it already shows a complete group, whereas a less-than-infinite repetition does not. However, this option does not explain that mirror symmetry is generally better than full-circle centric symmetry, as both always show a complete group. Other options abandon the group concept. Baylis and Driver (1995) , for instance, suggested that twofold repetition should be described constructivistically by a translation of one pattern half, and mirror symmetry by a translation plus a flip of one pattern half, in order to construct the other pattern half. They also argued, however, that this suggests incorrectly that twofold repetition (one transformation) is better than mirror symmetry (two transformations). Similarly, from work by Viola (1904) , Zimmer (1984) suggested that mirror symmetry should be described constructivistically by one flip of one pattern half and twofold repetition by a double flip of one pattern half. He argued that this suggests correctly that mirror symmetry (one transformation) is better than twofold repetition (two transformations). Like Baylis and Driver (1995) , Zimmer argued in dynamic process terms: The more constructivistic transformations to be executed, the worse. As mentioned, the usual transformational quantification, in static representation terms, proceeds inversely: The more invariance transformations, the better. Like every transformational option, however, Zimmer's option does not account for the gradedness of mirror symmetry, nor for the earlier mentioned effect of changing the number of dots in Figure 6 .
Like the process options discussed in the section on process theories, Zimmer's option implies a process bias that gives mirror symmetry a more or less fixed advantage over twofold repetition, The transformational approach might resort to such process biases (as in Baylis & Driver, 1994; Palmer, 1982 Palmer, , 1983 to account for the goodness difference between mirror symmetry and twofold repetition. Problematic for those biases, however, is that this goodness difference is actually quite variable: In Figure  6 , it becomes smaller by reducing the number of dots (Baylis & Driver, 1994) , and it may even disappear when mirror symmetry and twofold repetition are combined with extra regularity in each pattern half (Corballis & Roldan, 1974 ; see Figure 2 ). To account for the latter effect, the transformational approach would again have to resort to process biases (as in Hamada & Ishihara, 1988) . However, as we argue later on in more detail, the latter biases would have to be precisely the opposite of the biases just described, so inconsistency would result.
In conclusion, it is actually quite clear that the transformational approach does not suffice as an explanatory framework for the goodness of visual regularities. It is nevertheless very understandable that during the past decades the transformational approach has dominated research on visual regularity, for it provided the only available, and therefore the best, formal analysis of visual regularity. This yielded a situation in which transformational equivalence became something almost like a mandatory experimental paradigm. For instance, Palmer (1991, p. 28 ) discarded Chipman's (1977) data on fourfold centric symmetry because, as Palmer argued, only twofold centric symmetry is transformationally equivalent and therefore comparable to mirror symmetry. The situation that arose from the lack of formal alternatives is typified well by the following consideration by Bruce and Morgan ( 1975, pp. 239-240): It is important to realize that [a twofold repetition and a mirror symmetry] are equally "redundant" [in a Garnerian sense]. Attneave(1954) suggested that [ mirror-] symmetric patterns contained an extra kind of perceptual redundancy, in that they could be described by the relationship of each point in the figure to a single axis of symmetry; but this is an intuitive rather than a mathematical notion. A [twofold repetition] pattern is equally constrained by the translation rule that similar elements are all positioned the same distance apart.
What they have stated here is that for mirror symmetry a point structure is perhaps perceptually appealing but not sustained by a mathematical formalism, whereas "redundancy" (from which transformational equivalence is a descendant) is sustained by a mathematical formalism. Moreover, they argued that without mathematical formalism, one could just as well assume a point structure for twofold repetition too, so the equivalence continues to exist. Bruce and Morgan's ( 1975 ) consideration is appealing, and it was at that time legitimate. Yet, the goodness properties of mirror symmetry and repetition still require an explanation. What is needed, apparently, is a formal criterion that agrees with the transformational approach as far as the block structure of repetition is concerned but that implies a point structure for mirror symmetry. As we elaborate next, the concept of holographic regularity provides such a formal criterion.
The Holographic Approach
The holographic approach has been developed within the framework of the structural information theory (Leeuwenberg, 1969 (Leeuwenberg, , 1971 , and it emerged from a mathematical formalization of regularity in ID symbol sequences. The mathematics of this formalization have been reported extensively in Helm ( 1988 ) and in Helm and Leeuwenberg ( 1991 ) . In this section, we informally sketch this formalization and indicate how it generalizes to 2D pattern regularity, to set the stage for the subsequent application to goodness.
The Structural Information Theory
The structural information theory (Leeuwenberg, 1969 (Leeuwenberg, , 1971 ) comprises a pattern-encoding model that proceeds in roughly three steps. First, a visual pattern is represented one way or another by a symbol sequence. Then, the symbol sequence is encoded by means of coding rules, each of which describes a specific kind of regularity in terms of the identity of symbols in a sequence (see Table 1 ). The coding rules are applied to every subsequence and, for the entire sequence, the encoding yields a combinatorially explosive ngmber of possible codes. Finally, in line with the minimum principle (Hochberg & McAlister, 1953) , a complexity metric is used to select the simplest code. This simplest code is assumed to reflect the perceptually preferred interpretation of the visual pattern.
The structural information theory has been applied to a variety of perceptual topics, including judged complexity (Leeuwenberg, 1969 (Leeuwenberg, , 1971 , neon effect, embeddedness, sub- 
jective contours (Tuijl & Leeuwenberg, 1979 , 1980 , pattern completion (Buffart, Leeuwenberg, & Restle, 1981; , assimilation and contrast (Leeuwenberg, 1982) , and figure-ground (Leeuwenberg & Buffart, 1984) . However, the structural information theory has often rightly been criticized for being a model rather than a theory. That is, the encoding model lacks theoretical justifications for the choice of the coding rules and the complexity metric, while, moreover, a combinatorially explosive search for simplest codes seems quite unrealistic (cf. Hatfield & Epstein, 1985; Simon, 1972) . To counter this criticism, we engaged in the formalization of regularity in symbol sequences. This formalization resulted in the concept of holographic regularity.
Holographic Regularity
The formalization of regularity comprises three steps. The first step provides the tools to describe every imaginable case of regularity in terms of the identity of symbols in symbol sequences. These formal tools are called identity chains: ordered sets of identity relationships between subsequences in a symbol sequence. For instance, in the six-symbol sequence ababab, an identity is (2) = (4), which simply indicates that the second and fourth symbols are identical. All identity of symbols in that sequence can thus be described by the four-identity chain { ( 1 ) = (3), (2) = (4), (3) = (5), (4) = (6)}. This identity chain imposes a structure with six one-symbol substructures a and b. The order of the identities in the chain is determined by the lefthand terms in the identities. In each identity, the two terms refer to disjunct subsequences, a minimum distance apart, and in the same left-right order as in the sequence. This implies that all identity of symbols in the just-mentioned sequence can also be described by the two-identity chain {( 1 2) = (3 4), (3 4) = (5 6) }, which imposes a structure with three two-symbol substructures ab. Identity chains are merely tools, so at this stage every possible identity chain reflects a separate case.
Identity chains are not groups, and identities are more basic than rigid invariance transformations: Those transformations require the existence of identities, not the other way around (cf. Leeuwenberg et al., 1994) . This indicates already that mathematically our formalization differs from the group-theoretical transformational approach. A reviewer countered this by arguing that every group can be expressed "string-theoretically" (cf. Leyton, 1992) . Even so, that does not imply the inverse (i.e., it does not imply that our specific "string-theoretic" approach can be, let alone should be, expressed in terms of transformation groups). Of course, an identity relationship between subsequences can be formalized in terms of a nonrigid transfor-mation that permutes the subsequences (cf. Buffart, 1987) . However, in our formalization, we choose to use other formal tools. Our formalization results in kinds of regularity formalized in terms of sets that mathematically can be seen as socalled unary algebras (in a nontrivial way; see also later discussion) or as so-called monoids (in a trivial way), but not as groups (even though groups are monoids). Even if those sets could be seen as groups, itwould add nothing to the psychologically relevant fact that our nontransformational formalization implies a goodness concept that differs fundamentally from whichever transformational one (with or without groups) that has been proposed so far.
The second step in the formalization comprises a categorization of identity chains into identity structures. For instance, for the six-symbol sequence ababab, the two-identity chain { ( 1 2 ) = ( 3 4), ( 3 4) = ( 5 6 ) } is assumed to describe the same identity structure as described by the two-identity chain { ( 1 ) = (2), (2) = (3) } for the three-symbol sequence yyy. This categorization is in compliance with the substructure substitution y = ab.
Thus, an identity structure comprises an infinite set of identity chains with a fixed number of identities (just as "7 times this apple" is an instance of "7 times something"). The effect of this categorization is illustrated by the fact that all possible threeidentity chains fall in 648 different identity structures (which can be found by way of simple combinatorics). The number of identity structures increases rapidly with increasing number of identities.
The third and final step in the formalization comprises the definition and application of the concept of holographic regularity. The key to this concept is the next preliminary definition:
An identity chain is holographic if its subchains, for each fixed number of identities, all describe a same identity structure.
For instance, all identity of symbols in kkppffis described by the three-identity chain { ( 1 ) = (2), ( 3 ) = (4), (5) = (6) }. This identity chain is holographic because its two-identity subchains, {(1) = (2), (3) = (4)} and {(3) = (4), (5) = (6)}, describe a same identity structure: Both describe two successive pairs of identical symbols as given in, respectively, kkpp-and -ppff(the hyphens represent arbitrary symbols). In contrast, all identity of symbols in kpfkfp is described by the nonholographic identity chain {(1) = (4), (2) = (6), (3) =(5)}. Its two-identity subchains, {(1) = (4), (2) = (6)} and {(2) = (6), (3) = (5)}, describe different identity structures: a broken repetition as given in kp-k-p, and a mirror symmetry as given in -pf-fp (see also Figure 7 ). If an identity chain is holographic, then this holds likewise (by way of substructure substitution) for every other identity chain that describes the same identity structure. Then, also that identity structure is said to be holographic. Straightforward analysis yields that there are 2 holographic identity structures described by one-identity chains, 16 holographic identity structures described by two-identity chains and, for each higher number of identities, 24 holographic identity structures.
The definition just provided implies that, recursively, also all subchains of a holographic identity chain are holographic. This recursive aspect is the germ for the definition of holographic regularity:
Let Hn (n > l ) be an identity structure described by n-identity chains called Hn-chains. Then, a set H = { Hn; n = 1, 2, 3 ..... oo } constitutes a holographic regularity if every m-identity subchain of every H,-chain is an Hm-chain (m = 1, 2, 3 ..... n,' n = 1, 2, 3, ...,0(3).
All identity chains in such a set H are said to describe that holographic kind of regularity; those identity chains are all necessarily holographic in the sense of the preliminary definition. Again by straightforward analysis, one finds that there are only 20 holographic kinds of regularity (see Figure 8 for a few illustrations). Among these 20 holographic kinds of regularity are the regularities that are generally called repetition (see Figures 7A and 8A) and mirror symmetry (see Figures 7B and  8B) . We discuss the holographic structure of these two regularities in more detail.
Repetition. In symbol sequences, repetition is a regularity constituted by an arbitrary number of successive identical subsequences. For instance, the repetition in the (n + 1 )-symbol sequence aaaa.., aa is constituted by n + l successive identical symbols. All identity of symbols in this sequence is expressed by the identity chain { ( l ) = (2), (2) = (3) ..... (n) = (n + 1 ) }, which describes an identity structure, say, Rn. By simply increasing n, the identity chain is uniquely extensible to infinity, preserving the holographic property that every m-identity subchain describes an identity structure constituted by m + 1 successive identical subsequences. Thus, the set R = { Rn; n = 1, 2, 3 ..... c~ } not only comprises precisely all cases of repetition in symbol sequences, but it also constitutes a holographic regularity according to the preceding definition. Consequently, repetition is a holographic kind of regularity. The unique extensibility to infinity, preserving the holographic property, is the key to finding all holographic regularities. This stepwise extension is also the operation under which mathematically the resulting 20 holographic sets can be seen as unary algebras.
In the structural information theory, repetition is described by the coding rule called iteration rule or I-rule, for which the formal definition is given in Table I . The just-discussed holographic set R and the I-rule cover exactly the same cases of regularity and impose exactly the same structure (see Figure 9A ).
For instance, by way of the I-rule, the symbol sequence ababab can be encoded into the code 3 *(ab). This code is called an Iform, and the parentheses indicate that it imposes the structure (ab)(ab)(ab) with three substructures ab. This is exactly the same structure as imposed by the identity chain { ( 1 2) = ( 3 4), (3 4) = (5 6)} in R. This also illustrates that, in general, a repetition substructure corresponds to a subsequence. Therefore, repetition is said to have a block structure. Although, holographically, it is clear that repetition gets a block structure, it is nevertheless illustrative to show as well why repetition does not get a point structure. For the repetition of abc in the symbol sequence abcabc, the identity chain { ( 1 ) = (4), (2) = (5), (3) = (6)} imposes a point structure in which each substructure corresponds to one symbol. In fact, this identity chain is even holographic. There are two ways in which this identity chain can be extended to infinity. First, to meet the concept of repetition, it should be extended stepwise, adding three identities at each step. Then, after one step, the identity chain is {(1) = (4), (2) = (5), (3) = (6), (4) = (7), (5) = (8), (6) = (9)} corresponding to the repetition of abc in the symbol sequence abcabcabc. However, the set of identity chains thus Figure 7 . Holographic regularity. In each "pyramid," the regularity expressed by each of the three identity chains is visualized by a symbol sequence. For instance, the identity ( 1 ) = (2) means first symbol is identical to second symbol. Hyphens represent symbols that are not involved in identities. In A, the two subchains express a same identity structure (repetition), and therefore the identity chain at the top expresses holographic regularity. The same holds in B, where both subchains express a bilateral symmetry. In C, the two subchains express different identity structures (a broken repetition and a bilateral symmetry), and therefore the identity chain at the top of this "pyramid" does not express holographic regularity.
obtained does not constitute a holographic regularity: It does not contain all subchains of those identity chains, as required by the definition of holographic regularity. To get a holographic regularity, the three-identity chain just provided should be extended stepwise, adding one identity at each step. This yields, after one step, the identity chain { ( 1 ) = (4), (2) = ( 5 ), ( 3 ) = (6), (4) = ( 7 ) }, which expresses the identity of symbols in the symbol sequence abcabca (see Figure 8F ). This, however, does not coincide with the concept of repetition. Only one of the 20 holographic kinds of regularity coincides with the concept of repetition, and as argued earlier, this holographic regularity implies that repetition gets a block structure. 
3)=(5), (5)=(7), (7)=(9) } { (1)=(4), (3)=(6), (5)=(8), (7)=(10) } Figure 8 . Seven different kinds of holographic regularity. The regularity expressed by each identity chain is visualized by a symbol sequence in which hyphens represent arbitrary symbols. The arcs indicate, in the symbol sequences, the identities contained in the identity chains. Each of the seven identity chains is holographic because, in simple words, its subchains all describe the same kind of regularity. In A, repetition is shown. B shows bilateral symmetry. C shows the regularity called alternation: similar to repetition but with a random symbol between each pair of identical symbols. D shows a regularity constituted by successive pairs of identical symbols. E shows a similar regularity but with a random symbol between the two identical symbols in each pair. F shows a regularity that, considering the symbol sequence, shows some resemblance to repetition but that is not the same as repetition. G shows a regularity in which the identities are ordered like the links in a metal chain. The holographic block structure of repetition can be generalized straightforwardly from 1D symbol sequences to 2D patterns (see Figure 10A ). Like repetition in 1D symbol sequences, repetition in 2D patterns gets, holographically, a block structure. This implies that the holographic approach and the transformational approach agree on the structure of repetition (and, likewise, on the structure of centric symmetry, which we conceive as repetition in polar coordinates).
Mirror symmetry In symbol sequences, mirror symmetry occurs when the symbols (the smallest units possible) in the first halfofa symbol sequence reappear, in reversed order, in the second half. In the structural information theory, this kind of regularity is described by the coding rule called symmetry rule or S-rule, for which the formal definition is given in Table 1 . For instance, the mirror symmetry in abccba can be described by the code S[(a)(b)(c) ]. This so-called S-form imposes the structure (a)(b)(c)(c)(b)(a) consisting of six one-symbol substructures. In general, however, the S-rule describes "bilateral" symmetry, by which we refer to more than just mirror symmetry: The S-rule expresses that a symbol sequence contains pairs of identical subsequences nested around a (possibly empty) "pivot." Bilateral-but-not-mirror symmetry, or "broken" mirror symmetry, is illustrated by the identity of symbols in abcpqbca. This sequence can be encoded into the S-form S[(a)(bc), (pq)], in which (pq) is the pivot. It imposes the structure ( a ) ( bc ) (pq) ( bc ) ( a ) consisting of five substructures.
In our formalization of regularity, bilateral symmetry emerges as a holographic kind of regularity, and the structure imposed by the S-rule yields exactly its holographic structure (see Figure 9B ). The preceding discussion shows that mirror symmetry is a special case of bilateral symmetry. It is, in terms of code complexity, also the most simple case of bilateral symmetry (Helm, Lier, & Leeuwenberg, 1992) . Most important now is that holographically mirror symmetry gets a point structure: Each symbol (the smallest unit possible) constitutes one substructure.
As in the case of repetition, the holographic structure of bilateral symmetry can be generalized straightforwardly from 1D symbol sequences to 2D patterns. In 2D patterns, a broken mirror symmetry gets a sort of block structure, in which a block is not one symmetry half but a smaller subpattern (see Figure   10B ). Broken mirror symmetry does occur in art (see Weyl, 1952 , Figure 11 ), but its status in perception is still unclear. We expect that broken mirror symmetry and noisy mirror symmetry exhibit similar goodness properties that can be disentangled, however, by considering the effect of extra regularity. Because empirical data are not available, we do not elaborate on this and, instead, focus on unbroken mirror symmetry. In the case of unbroken mirror symmetry, the holographic approach takes a firm stand against the flip (and the reflection likewise) as used in the transformational approach. The flip implies that mirror symmetry gets a block structure (i.e., each symmetry half becomes a substructure; see Figure 4B ). In contrast, the holographic approach implies that mirror symmetry gets a point structure (i.e., the smallest perceptual units become one substructure each; see Figure 10C ). This implies that the earlier mentioned objections of Bruce and Morgan (1975) against a point structure have become obsolete. For mirror symmetry, a point structure is no more merely intuitively appealing, but it finds a formal basis in the concept of holographic regularity, which simultaneously implies that repetition gets a block structure. The holographic difference between repetition (block structure) and mirror symmetry (point structure) indicates already that the generally acknowledged goodness difference between these regularities can be based on the shared intrinsic holographic character.
This subsection showed that the concept of holographic regularity not only differentiates formally between regularities on the basis of their intrinsic character but also that it corresponds well to an intuitive notion of regularity. Even so, the perceptual relevance of a regularity is determined also by its extrinsic compatibility with other regularities. The next subsection shows that within the holographic view on regularity, the extrinsic compatibility of regularities yields an extra criterion to differentiate between regularities.
Transparent Hierarchy
In the structural information theory, a pattern code does not comprise the set of all regularities present in that pattern but only a combination of compatible regularities ; see also Royer, 1981; Simon, 1972) . This aspect is Figure 10 . The holographic structure of repetition and bilateral symmetry, generalized from one-dimensional ( 1 D) symbol sequences to two-dimensional (2D) patterns. In A is shown, first, the code of a threefold repetition in 1D with its block structure indicated below the symbol sequence (the arcs indicate identities between substructures). Then, a threefold repetition in 2D of which, finally, its block structure is indicated by rectangles. Similarly, B shows bilateral-but-not-mirror symmetry, with several substructures smaller than a symmetry half. C shows mirror symmetry, with a point structure in which each ID symbol or 2D dot constitutes a substructure.
meant to provide a contribution to solving the classic Gestalt problem that the strength of a feature depends not only on the presence of other features but also on how it interacts with those other features. Compatibility of regularities is related to a basic idea underlying pattern encoding (i.e., the idea that the total information in a pattern is reduced by eliminating regularity; this contrasts with Leyton's basic idea of eliminating irregularity). For instance, the symbol sequence ababab can be encoded into the I-form 3*(ab). This I-form means that the repetition in the sequence has been eliminated and that consequently the symbol sequence reduces to one repetition substructure (ab). Now, in general, a regularity is considered to be compatible with another regularity only if it can still be described after the elimination of that other regularity. Usually, only two types of compatibility are distinguished, but the holographic view on regularity gives rise to a third type. The most obvious compatibility type applies to the case of nonoverlapping regularities. For instance, the symbol sequence aabccb contains two local regularities: A repetition in the subsequence aa, described by the I-form 2 *(a), and a mirror symmetry in the subsequence bccb, described by the S-form S[(b)(c)]. These two regularities apply to disjunct subsequences, so the elimination of one regularity does not affect the other. Hence, they are compatible, as reflected by the code
2*(a)S[(b)(c)].
The second and third compatibility types concern cases in which the elimination of one regularity does affect the other but not vice versa. Then, the regularities are said to be related hierarchically (i.e., they are compatible but only in a certain order of elimination). This does not exclude that they are detected in parallel (i.e., unlike Royer, 1981, we conceive this hierarchical order first of all as a representational order and not as a processing order).
The second compatibility type, which we call plain hierarchy, applies when one regularity lies completely inside a substructure of another regularity. For instance, the symbol sequence abccbabccb consists of two identical subsequences abccb, so the sequence can be encoded into the I-form 2*(abccb). This Iform means that the sequence reduces to just one element (a repetition substructure), so further regularity cannot be described. In other words, the block structure of repetition implies that the repetition substructure has become an encapsulated unit in the I-form, which cannot be opened again for describing the mirror symmetry bccb inside that unit. Yet, the two mirror symmetries bccb in the symbol sequence are compatible with the repetition, as follows. The symbol sequence can be encoded first into the code a S [ (b) (c) ] a S [ (b) (c) ], which describes the two mirror symmetries. Then, proceeding from this code, the repetition can be described as well, yielding the hierarchical code 2 *(a S [ (b) (c) ] ). The latter code thus reflects that the two S-forms and the I-form are hierarchically compatible.
The third and most important compatibility type is called transparent hierarchy Unlike the other two types, it yields a criterion to differentiate between regularities. Only a few kinds of regularity are transparent in the sense that, after their elimination, extra regularity in the sequence of the remaining substructures corresponds unambiguously to the same kind of regularity in the symbol sequence. An example of a transparent regularity is bilateral symmetry as described by the S-rule. This may be illustrated by means of the symbol sequence ababbaba. This sequence could be encoded into 2 *(ab) 2 *(ba) but, then, the mirror symmetry can no more be described, as the sequence reduces to two different repetition substructures (ab) and (ba). The situation is different, however, if the mirror symmetry is The difference between plain hierarchy and transparent hierarchy is essential with respect to goodness. The plain-hierarchical code 2 * (a S [ (b) (c) ] ) reflects the compatibility of three regularities (one global I-form and two local S forms). In contrast, the transparent-hierarchical code S [ 2 *((a) (b)) ] reflects the compatibility of only two regularities (one global S-form and one local l-form). This indicates already that the disappearance of the goodness difference between twofold repetition and mirror symmetry, due to extra regularity in each pattern half, can be accounted for.
This subsection will be concluded by showing how the concept of transparent hierarchy differentiates between regularities. Consider the so-called M-rule, a coding rule that describes all identity of symbols in arabsbctc by means of the M-form
M[(a)(b)(c), (r)(s)(t)]. The general definition of the M-rule
is easily inferred from this example and, in fact, the M-rule describes a holographic kind of regularity (see also Figure 8E ). Now, suppose that the symbol s is replaced by r, so the Symbol sequence becomes arabrbctc and the M-form becomes
M[(a)(b)(c), (r)(r)(t)].
Then, in the right-hand argument (r) (r)(t) of this M-form, further regularity could be described by the I-form 2*((r)). However, in the symbol sequence arabrbctc, there is no repetition. This discrepancy is not caused by the I-rule but by the M-rule and, therefore, the kind of regularity as described by the M-rule is called nontransparent. Among the 20 holographic kinds of regularity, there are 16 cases that fail to be transparent (including the earlier discussed and, in Figure 8F , illustrated holographic regularity that resembles but does not coincide with repetition).
The final result of our formalization is that there are only four transparent holographic regularities. These are, first, bilateral symmetry as described by the S-rule, the transparency of which has been illustrated earlier. Second, repetition as described by the I-rule, which is transparent "by default": After elimination, only one substructure remains, so in the one-element sequence of remaining substructures, a nontransparent description of further regularity is not possible. Third, a kind of regularity that is constituted by different successive twofold repetitions, as in the symbol sequence kkppyyzz (see also Figure 8D ). This regularity can be ignored because it is completely accounted for by repetition as described by the I-rule. Fourth, a kind of regularity we call "alternation?' In the structural information theory, this regularity is described by the coding rule called the alternation rule or A-rule, for which the formal definition is given in Table 1 . The A-rule expresses that a symbol sequence contains successive subsequences that either all begin or all end identically. For instance, the identity of symbols in the symbol sequence arasat can be described by the code ((a))/ ((r)(s)(t)). This so-called A-form imposes the structure (a) (r) (a) (s) (a) (t) consisting of six substructures. Alternation is, like repetition and bilateral symmetry, a holographic kind of regularity (see also Figure 8C ). In terms of code complexity, alternation is generally less simple than repetition and mirror symmetry (Helm et al., 1992) . The transparency of alternation can be illustrated as follows. The symbol sequence axayay can be encoded into the A-form ((a)~/((x)(y)(y)) in which the argument (x)(y)(y) consists of three substructures. This argument can be encoded into (x)2*((y)) in which the I-form 2*((y)) corresponds unambiguously to the I-form 2*(ay) in the symbol sequence. Such a correspondence holds for every regularity in the argument of an A-form and embodies the transparency of alternation.
Implications So Far
Whereas the concept of holographic regularity concerns the intrinsic character of a kind of regularity, the concept of transparent hierarchy concerns its extrinsic compatibility with other regularities. Each of these two concepts provides a formal criterion to differentiate between kinds of regularity. Together, these two concepts specify the unique formal status of the regularities called repetition, bilateral symmetry, and alternation. Thus, the foregoing formalization provides an answer to the question of why only a few specific regularities are perceptually relevant. So far, this had the following implications for the structural information theory.
First, the holographic approach provides a theoretical justification for the usage of the ISA-rules (I-rule, S-rule, and Arule), which have always formed the kernel of the encoding model. Second, it yields a theoretically justified improvement of the complexity metric in the encoding model (Helm et al., 1992) . The new metric, which by the way yields hardly different codes , is a generalization of a metric proposed by Collard and Buffart ( 1983 ) . These first two implications mean that the already existing empirical support for the structural information theory remains largely intact. A third implication concerns the unrealistic combinatorial explosions in the search for simplest codes. One strongly exponential explosion had already been solved ( Helm & Leeuwenberg, 1986) , and the holographic approach enables the solution of a second strongly exponential explosion (Helm, 1988; . These solutions have been implemented in the encoding algorithm PISA, which computes a simplest code for every given symbol sequence, without heuristics and with only a weakly exponential explosion left.
The encoding algorithm PISA embodies a representation model, and it is not meant to reflect a process model for 2D-pattern perception. Several aspects of PISA and of the underlying holographic approach are probably transferable to process models for 2D-pattern perception (see also next subsection), but the primary function of the existence of PISA is to show that, for symbol sequences, the combinatorial explosions can be solved without heuristics. The theoretical significance of this is that it implies that the minimum principle is not as unrealistic as it, at first glance, may seem to be. In this study, no substantial role is played by the minimum principle, the complexity metric, and PISA, as the focus is on the internal structure of visual regularities.
From 1D Symbol Sequences to 2D Patterns
The structural information theory is a theory about pattern perception. Its encoding model is applied to I D symbol sequences that are taken as raw representations of 2D patterns, and the simplest code of a symbol sequence is assumed to reflect the perceptually preferred interpretation of the pattern represented by that symbol sequence. The theory does not prescribe in detail how the raw 1D symbolic representations are to be obtained (which stresses that it is a representation theory and not a process theory). Most studies of the structural information theory use "contour codes" (i.e., symbol sequences that represent the sequence of angles and line segments in the contour of 2D line-drawings). In fact, however, the theory demands only that the representations are such that a pattern is reconstructible from its representation. In this study, it is not our primary intent to represent 2D patterns by 1D symbol sequences. Our aim is the generalization, to 2D patterns, of the principles that have been formalized in terms of ID symbol sequences. Now and again, we will show encodings of ID symbol sequences that can be seen as rudimentary representations of 2D patterns. This, however, is primarily meant to establish an analogy in order to illustrate that the principles, which are applied to 2D patterns, are indeed the principles that have been formalized in terms of 1D symbol sequences.
In the next section, we explicate our holographic goodness approach by means of dot patterns. In dot patterns, properties of pattern organization are stressed rather than properties of pattern components (Uttal, 1975) , which implies that findings on dot patterns probably pertain to other pattern types as well. The present findings seem to pertain effortlessly to, for instance, surface patterns, in which contour segments play a role similar to the role played by the dots in dot patterns (see next section ). For practical reasons, and nearly without loss of generality, we consider dot patterns with the following restrictions. First, as far as possible, dot density is homogeneous within and over patterns, and pattern size is kept constant. This is meant to avoid confoundedness of metrical and structural pattern aspects. Second, all dots are identical and nonoverlapping, whereas, directly related to this, there are no dots on axes of mirror symmetry. This is meant to avoid code technicalities in the discussions, so that the underlying principles can be presented more clearly.
The foregoing restrictions also facilitate a further specification of the analogy between 1D symbol sequences and 2D patterns. An n-dot pattern can be constructed on the basis of the symbolic recipe plop2 .... pno, which prescribes that there is a dot (o) at each position p; ( 1 < i < n). This symbolic recipe forms a 1D symbol sequence containing the "first-order" structure of a pattern consisting of identical dots. This first-order structure can be extracted from that symbol sequence by applying the A-rule, yielding the A
-form ((P~)(P2)...(pn))/((o))
, which expresses the identity of all dots. The dot positions can be specified one way or another, codepending on "second-order" regularity like a global mirror symmetry or repetition. Due to the transparency of alternation, such a second-order regularity is hierarchically compatible with the first-order A-form: In the first-order A-form, such a second-order regularity boils down to a regularity in the dot positions as given in the left-hand argument of the A-form. That is to say, a second-order regularity in the 2D dot pattern should boil down to that which, however, is possible only if the dot positions are given such that the transparency of the 1D A-form pertains to the 2D dot pattern as well. This gives rise to an extra condition to be satisfied by the symbolic recipe, as follows.
A regularity in the sequence (p~)(P2)'.. (P,) of dot positions corresponds to a second-order regularity in the symbolic recipe P~'P2 .... Pn', because the transparency of alternation implies that every subsequence in the sequence of dot positions corresponds unambiguously to a subsequence in the symbolic recipe. It is perhaps trivial to say that a subsequence is a spatially contiguous part of an entire sequence, but it yet sustains that the 1D transparency pertains to 2D, only if every 1D subsequence represents a spatially contiguous 2D subpattern. In other words, in the symbolic recipe, the dots should be given in a spatially contiguous order. Spatial contiguity reflects not just proximity but, more general, connectedness. For dot patterns, the following definition seems sufficiently accurate. Imagine that the dots are the vertices in a connected plane graph with edges represented by straight lines (connected means there exists a path between each pair of vertices; plane means there are no intersecting edges). Then, the dots in a connected subgraph constitute a spatially contiguous subpattern. Furthermore, the edges can be chosen such that the graph is so-called semi-Hamiltonian (i.e., there exists a path that passes exactly once through each vertex). Now, in order that the dot order in the symbolic recipe is spatially contiguous, it should correspond to such a semi-Hamiltonian path. A similar condition has been proposed previously (Tuijl & Leeuwenberg, 1980) , but now it emerges as a straightforward generalization of transparent 1D regularity. In the structural information theory, the spatial-contiguity condition holds automatically for the earlier mentioned "contour-codes" but in general it means an extra demand, beside the basic demand that a pattern should be reconstructible from its symbolic representation.
The spatial-contiguity condition implies that a Glass pattern (two overlapping identical dot patterns) cannot be described as a sort of second-order twofold repetition. The block structure of repetition implies that each repetition substructure corresponds to a spatially contiguous subpattern, disjunct from the other substructures. Such a structure is generally not possible for Glass patterns. As we argue later on, Glass patterns can be described as second-order alternations.
Furthermore, in order that a 2D mirror symmetry can be described as a 1D mirror symmetry in the sequence of dot positions, first the dots in one symmetry half should be given in a spatially contiguous order, and then the dots in the other symmetry half should be given in reversed order. The position of each dot can be given relative to the symmetry axis, as suggested by Attneave (1954) , or it can be given relative to the preceding dot. The latter way exhibits a striking correspondence with Wagemans et al.'s ( 199 l, 1993) bootstrap model: A pair of mirror-symmetric relative dot positions corresponds to the mirrorsymmetric sides of a bootstrapping trapezoid. Moreover, the process of bootstrapping agrees with a spatially contiguous dotorder.
The latter point indicates that there is not necessarily opposition between representation theories and process theories. The spatial-contiguity condition has been derived from representational transparency and, in general, one could say that the concepts of holographic regularity and transparent hierarchy spec-ify the accessibility of visual regularities in the representations. This accessibility is a static aspect of represented pattern information, but the foregoing shows that it is also consistent with dynamic aspects of picking up information from the pattern. Thus, this accessibility enables a "reverberation" between the preattentive and attentive processes, as discussed in the section on process theories. In the next section, we argue that this accessibility also enables a coherent explanation of a variety of goodness phenomena.
The Goodness and Accessibility of Visual Regularities
In this section, we propose and evaluate a tentative quantification of the goodness of visual regularities. This quantification is based on the accessibility of visual regularities, as specified by the concepts of holographic regularity and transparent hierarchy. As introduction, we review the notions of complexity and redundancy that in representation models now and again have been used to quantify goodness.
Goodness." Neither Complexity Nor Redundancy
Pattern complexity is a central concept in coding theory, with several different definitions (Chipman, 1977; Helm et al., 1992; Hochberg & McAlister, 1953; Leeuwenberg, 1969) . In general terms, the complexity of a pattern is defined as the minimum amount of pattern information necessary to describe the pattern. In other words, the amount of pattern information that remains after eliminating a maximum amount of regularity in the pattern. Roughly, but at present sufficiently accurate, this implies that a mirror-symmetric pattern has a complexity equal to the complexity of one symmetry half, whereas an m-fold repetition pattern has a complexity equal to the complexity of one of the m repetition substructures.
Like Hochberg and McAlister (1953) , we assume that the simplest description of a pattern reflects the perceptually preferred interpretation of the pattern and that the complexity of this simplest description quantifies the complexity of the pattern. Hochberg and McAlister also assumed that the complexity of the simplest description quantifies the goodness of the pattern. We agree that the goodness of a pattern is determined by its simplest description, but we do not agree that it is quantified by the complexity of that simplest description. Goodness is not proportional to complexity (see also Hamada & Ishihara, 1988) . This is demonstrated by the stimuli in Figure 6 , which are equally complex but not equally good.
Redundancy is a perceptual concept that knows several completely different definitions (Attneave, 1954; Fitts et al., 1956; Garner, 1962; Rappaport, 1957 ). Yet, conceptually, each definition can be said to refer to the proportion of perceptually "excessive" information in a pattern as such or in relation to a class of patterns. In coding theory, the redundancy (R) in a pattern is generally defined as one minus the ratio of the complexity (C) of the pattern and the total information (M) in the pattern. As earlier, the complexity C reflects the pattern information that remains after eliminating a maximum amount of regularity, so R = 1 -C/M corresponds to the proportion of pattern information that can be eliminated and that, therefore, is perceptually excessive. Thus, for instance, R = 1/2 for an otherwise-random mirror-symmetric pattern, and R = (m -1)/m for an otherwise-random m-fold repetition pattern.
When comparing different interpretations of one pattern, complexity and redundancy (as defined earlier) are clearly two sides of the same coin. Between patterns, however, this is not true. An m-fold repetition and, with p 4: m, a p-fold repetition of the same subpattern, for instance, are equally complex but not equally redundant. In fact, redundancy reflects a sort of efficiency ratio and, therefore, it is not surprising that, even more than complexity, redundancy has been proposed as quantifier of goodness (Attneave, 1954; Garner & Clement, 1963 ; see also Minakawa, 1984) . However, whichever way redundancy has been defined, the stimuli in Figure 6 are equally redundant but still not equally good.
Goodness: Weight of Evidence
The goodness of a pattern is, in our view, determined by the "strength" of the regularity described in the simplest description of the pattern. By strength, we mean the amount of support, or "weight of evidence" (McKay, 1969 ) , for the existence of a regularity, as given by the identities that constitute this regularity. Because a regularity is always embedded in a pattern, we propose to quantify goodness by W = E/M, in which E is the number of holographic identities that constitute the regularity, whereas M is the total information in the pattern. For instance, for the symbol sequence abababab, M can be taken to equal the total number of symbols in the sequence, so, M = 8. The repetition ofab is described by the I-form 4* (ab). This Iform expresses the identity structure { ( 1 2) = (3 4 ), (3 4) = (5 6 ), ( 5 6) = (7 8 ) } that is constituted by three identities, so E = 3. This implies that this specific repetition has a weight of evidence W = E / M = 3/8.
It is true that also the usual transformational quantification of goodness, by way of the number of invariance transformations, can be seen as a measure of weight of evidence. As argued before, however, this transformational weight of evidence does not properly quantify goodness. In fact, it is equivalent to Garner and Clement's (1963) concept of redundancy (Palmer, 1991 ) . The holographic weight of evidence differs from redundancy as well as from complexity.
In the next subsections, we evaluate the holographic quantification W = E/Mfor a variety of goodness phenomena. Before we do so, several remarks are in order. As indicated before, the patterns to be considered are dot patterns with a few practical restrictions (see previous section). These restrictions enable a simplification (without loss of generality) of the holographic goodness quantification, as follows.
First, because all dots are identical and nonoverlapping, the total information M is clearly proportional to the number of dots in the pattern. That is, M = c~n, in which n is the number of dots, whereas a is some constant that depends on metrical pattern aspects such as dot density and pattern size (cf. Maloney et al., 1987 ) . By comparing dot patterns for which the a values can be assumed to be approximately equal, one may eliminate this constant a so that the more easily manageable quantification W = E/n can be considered.
Second, as argued, the "first-order" structure of a pattern with identical dots can be described by the A-form ((P,)(P2)"" "(Pn))/((')) in which n is the number of dots. This A-form is constituted by n -1 identities, so it has a weight of evidence W = E/n = (n -1 )/n. This first-order structure specifies the basic type of the patterns. The identity of all dots enhances the goodness of the pattern (Masame, 1985; Prazdny, 1984; Zhang & Gerbino, 1992) . However, by comparing dot patterns with an equal number of dots or, if not equal, sufficiently large such that W = (n -1 )/n ~ 1, one may disregard its influence when considering higher-order regularities (i.e., regularities in the dot positions).
The higher-order regularities to be considered are repetition, mirror symmetry, and the Moir~ structure in Glass patterns. We address the goodness difference between repetition and mirror symmetry, the influence of extra regularity on that difference, the role of global symmetry axes in multiple mirror symmetry, and "Weber behavior" of noisy mirror symmetries and Glass patterns.
Repetition and Mirror Symmetry
In the case of an otherwise-random m-fold repetition pattern consisting of n dots, the repetition is constituted by E = m -1 identities, so it has a weight of evidence of W = E/n = (m -1 )/n. This implies that repetition is predicted to get better by decreasing the number of dots or increasing the number of repetition substructures or both (see Figure 11 ). More specifically, repetition is predicted to get better if n decreases (with m constant, i.e., fewer dots per substructure), and also if m increases (not only if n is constant, i.e., more substructures with fewer dots each, but also if a constant substructure is repeated more times). The predicted effect of varying n agrees with complexity as goodness measure, whereas the predicted effect of varying m agrees with redundancy as goodness measure. Baylis and Driver's (1994) data strongly support the predicted effect of varying n (in terms of the number of line segments in a surface contour). Julesz's ( 1971 ) observations are in line with this effect. Royer's ( 1981 ) and Hamada and Ishihara's (1988) Figure 11 . Variation of the number of dots strongly affects the goodness of twofold repetition (A, B, and C), whereas it hardly affects the goodness of mirror symmetry (A', B', and C'). Repetition gets better by decreasing the number of dots (from C, to B, to A). Repetition also gets better by increasing the number of substructures (D).
gued, centric symmetry is predicted to exhibit the same goodness properties as repetition, because it is conceived as repetition in polar coordinates. In the case of an otherwise-random mirror-symmetric pattern consisting of n dots, the mirror symmetry is constituted by E = n/2 identities, so it has a weight of evidence W = E/n = (n/ 2)In = J/2. The constancy of W, despite varying n, agrees with redundancy as goodness measure (see also Figure 11 ). Empirically, it is supported by Tapiovaara's (1990) study, which found a constant detectability for n varying from about 20 to 5,000 (in terms of the number of "pixels" into which a computer screen has been divided). Tapiovaara concluded that the human detection process apparently takes into account only a modest number of elements. This modest number of elements could consist mainly of elements near the symmetry axis and near the pattern contour, as the axis area and to a lesser extent the contour area seem to have a special role: Noise and mirror symmetry are better detectable in these areas than in the area in between (Barlow & Reeves, 1979; Bruce & Morgan, 1975; Julesz, 1971; Wenderoth, 1995 ) . We cannot exclude that this is true, but if so, it might be an evolutionary adaptation to the fact that no weight of evidence is lost or gained by taking many elements into account--at least, under the assumption that in the case of noise the homogeneity of the noise distribution increases with increasing n. The special role of the axis area is probably a proximity effect (see also later discussion). A special role of the contour area might be understood on the basis of the relation between regularity and objectness (see later section on ecology).
For n smaller than about 20, Tapiovaara (1990) found that a decreasing n renders mirror symmetry worse (see also Hamada & Ishihara, 1988) . For this effect, a quantitative explanation might be that a small n does not allow to disregard the influence of the first-order A-form (see previous subsection): Not the mirror symmetry, but the A-form with W = (n -1)In gets worse for decreasing n. A qualitative explanation might be that, because E is small when n is small, goodness and simplicity interact: Alternative interpretations of the pattern become relatively simpler, so that the mirror symmetry interpretation becomes worse because it has to compete more strongly with alternative interpretations (cf. Locher & Smets, 1992) . In any case, other factors are more likely to interfere for small n than for large n. Baylis and Driver (1994) , for instance, considered only small n (from 8 to 32 line segments in a surface contour), and they found that mirror symmetry gets even slightly better with decreasing n, albeit very slightly and in great contrast to the positive effect of decreasing n in twofold repetition.
The variable Wvalue of repetition, W = (m -1 )/n, and the constant Wvalue of mirror symmetry, W = 1/2, imply a variable goodness difference between these two regularities. Repetition may gain on mirror symmetry by increasing the number of repetition substructures, or decreasing the number of dots, or both. An m-fold repetition, with m > 2, is even predicted to be better than mirror symmetry, in the case each repetition substructure contains just one dot, yielding a straight dot-line (or, centric symmetrically, a constantly curved dot-line); then, n = m and W = (m -l)/m, so, W> 1/2 for m > 2. A twofold repetition ( W = 1 / n) with n > 2, however, is predicted to be worse than mirror symmetry, like in the prototypical case in Figure 6 . The latter effect shows the generally acknowledged and empirically supported goodness difference between twofold repetition and mirror symmetry, which is not accounted for by redundancy nor by complexity as goodness measures.
The foregoing representational account agrees with a process account that exploits the holographic accessibility of visual regularity. A prototypical mirror symmetry is, holographically, constituted by many identities between very simple substructures, so it can be accessed easily through any of its subsymmetries. Such a subsymmetry is given by the mirror-symmetry relationship between two spatially contiguous subpatterns. In contrast to Palmer's (1982 Palmer's ( , 1991 local symmetries, those two subpatterns together do not have to constitute one spatially contiguous subpattern, as there may be a "pivot" in between them (analogue to the subchains in Figures 7B and 9B ). This accessibility through subsymmetries agrees with Wagemans et al?s ( 1991 Wagemans et al?s ( , 1993 ) bootstrap model and with Palmer's ( 1982 Palmer's ( , 1983 process model based on "local spatial analyzers." It also implies that proximity gets a chance to establish a special role for the area around the symmetry axis. It furthermore implies that, in the case of noise, there may still be intact subsymmetries evoking an impression of global mirror symmetry (see later discussion).
A prototypical twofold repetition is, holographically, constituted by only one identity between two complex substructures, so it has only one difficult entry through which it can be accessed. This, moreover, implies that it may readily have to compete strongly with, or even be overruled by, alternative interpretations of the pattern because of accidentally present local regularities. Only if such local regularities occur completely inside each repetition substructure, the twofold repetition gains by them, as is discussed next.
Multiple Regularities
There is much evidence that adding regularity to an already regular pattern enhances its goodness (Corballis & Roldan, 1974; Garner & Clement, 1963; Hamada & Ishihara, 1988; Palmer & Hemenway, 1978; Royer, 1981; Wagemans et al., 1991 Wagemans et al., , 1993 . Less evident, however, is the degree to which extra regularity enhances goodness and, also on this point, the holographic approach differs considerably from the transformational approach. We discuss this first in general terms.
In Garner's ( 1966 Garner's ( , 1970 Garner's ( , 1974 ) and Palmer's ( 1983 Palmer's ( , 1991 ) transformational accounts of regularity, every extra transformational invariance in a pattern enhances its goodness equally strong (i.e., no matter the types of the transformations thus combined, and without compatibility restrictions on those combinations). Process biases differentiate perhaps properly between single regularities, but as will be argued, contradictory biases would be needed to differentiate properly between combinations of regularities.
Only in Leyton's (1986a Leyton's ( , 1986b Leyton's ( , 1992 approach, can a • transformational compatibility restriction be found. This restriction implies, for mirror symmetry as well as for twofold repetition, that extra regularity inside each pattern half (symmetry half and repetition substructure, respectively) is compatible with the global regularity. We agree with this compatibility. However, in Leyton's approach, the extra regularity occurs completely inside each of the two transformational substructures, both for mirror symmetry and for twofold repetition. Therefore, in both cases, it reflects the compatibility type we called plain hierarchy. Consequently, this transformational compatibility cannot distinguish between extra regularity in a twofold repetition and extra regularity in a mirror symmetry. As will be argued, such a distinction is relevant. In the holographic approach, as argued before, there is a distinction between extra regularity in a twofold repetition and extra regularity in a mirror symmetry. Because of the block structure of repetition, extra regularity in each repetition substructure reflects plain hierarchy. Because of the point structure of mirror symmetry, extra regularity in each symmetry half reflects transparent hierarchy. Next, we discuss two goodness implications of this compatibility difference. First, it implies that twofold repetition gains more by extra regularity than mirror symmetry. Second, it implies that global symmetry axes are not always as important as suggested by the transformational approach. These three regularities together determine the goodness of the sequence. The global I-form is constituted by one identity, and the two local S-forms by two identities each, so in terms of the quantification W = E/n, the regularity described in the simplest code has a weight of evidence of W = 5/jo. We simply assume that the Wvalues of compatible regularities are additive, as there is no reason to assume something more complex.
Repetition versus mirror symmetry
On the other hand, the transparent hierarchical situation of extra regularity inside each symmetry half of a mirror symmetry implies that the global mirror symmetry is compatible with only one of the two local regularities (see previous section). . The global S-form is constituted by five identities, and the local S-form by two identities, so the total weight of evidence is W = 7A0.
In both of the foregoing examples, the same local regularity was added to the global regularity. This local regularity adds 4/10 to the Wvalue of the global twofold repetition and only 2/10 to the W value of the global mirror symmetry. Theoretically, each total W value actually reflects the goodness of the given combination of regularities, but in practice, it can also be taken to reflect the enhanced goodness of the global regularity. Either way, these examples illustrate that extra regularity in each pattern half counts twice in the case of twofold repetition and only once in the case of mirror symmetry.
The analysis just presented is supported by Corballis and Roldan's (1974) discrimination data. Within one experimental setup, they considered single regularities and combinations of regularities. First, they considered otherwise-random mirror symmetry and otherwise-random twofold repetition in dot patterns, and they found that mirror symmetry is indeed better than twofold repetition. Then, they considered the case of arrowhead pattern halves, yielding the stimuli < > and < <, for which they found no goodness difference (see also Bradshaw, Bradley, & Patterson, 1976) . The latter stimuli are comparable with the n-dot patterns depicted in Figures 12A and 12B , in which each pattern half contains an (n/2)-fold repetition. Figure 12A shows a case of I31ain hierarchy: A global twofold repetition with one identity, combined with two local repetitions with n/2 -1 identities each (see Figure 12C) . Figure 12B shows a case of transparent hierarchy: A global mirror symmetry with n/2 identities, combined with only one local repetition of n/2 -1 identities (see Figure 12D) . For both patterns, the total weight of evidence is W = (n -1 )/n, so the patterns are predicted to be equally good. By the same token, Corballis and Roldan's (1974) arrowhead stimuli are predicted to be equally good, in compliance with their empirical results.
The transformational approach would, by way of the number of invariance transformations, agree that there is no goodness difference between the two stimuli in Figure 12 . Corballis and Roldan's (1974) arrowhead stimuli < > and < <, however, are horizontally mirror-symmetric as well, and < > is moreover invariant under a 180* 2D-rotation. Because of this rotational invariance, the transformational approach would predict incorrectly that < > is better than < <. To correct this prediction, it would have to invoke process biases that render a translation just as good as a flip plus a rotation. Similar biases have in fact been proposed by Hamada and Ishihara ( 1988 ) . However, such biases are in contradiction to the biases that would have to be invoked to render a translation worse than a flip, in order to yield the basic goodness difference between twofold repetition and mirror symmetry. In contrast, without needing any process bias, the holographic approach predicts both the basic goodness difference and its disappearance due to extra regularity.
Global symmetry axes.
A 2D pattern with m global axes of mirror symmetry is, necessarily, also an m-fold centric symmetry, so there are 2m invariance transformations. This implies that the transformational approach would predict that an otherwise-random m-fold mirror symmetry is better than an otherwise-random (m -1 )-fold mirror symmetry. Thus, transformationally, a twofold mirror symmetry (see Figure 13A ) is predicted to be worse than a threefold mirror symmetry (see Figure 13B ), which in turn is predicted to be worse than a four-...... j'-.. fold mirror symmetry (see Figure 13C) . We agree that a fourfold mirror symmetry is the best (therefore, we do not go into detail on this case), but we predict that a threefold mirror symmetry is worse than a twofold mirror symmetry. We explicate this prediction in terms of symbol sequences.
The 12-symbol sequence abccbaabccba contains, among others, a global mirror symmetry S[(a)(b)(c)(c)(b)(a) ] and two local mirror symmetries S [ (a) (b) (c) ]. The analogy to 2D patterns can be made stronger by imagining that the sequence lies on the contour of a circle, so that the sequence becomes cyclic. Then, the two local symmetry axes merge into one global symmetry axis, and one gets a twofold mirror symmetry (see Figures 14A and 14B ). Just as a 2D twofold mirror symmetry is also a twofold centric symmetry, the just-mentioned sequence is a twofold repetition as well. Therefore, the sequence could be encoded into 2* (S[(a)(b)(c)]) , which, plain-hierarchically, combines a global repetition 2. (abccba) and two local mirror symmetries S[(a)(b)(c)] with a total W = 7/12 (see also Figure   14D ). However, a simpler and better code is obtained by describing the twofold mirror symmetry by way of the code S [ S [ ( (a)) ( (b)) ( ( c )) ] ], which, transparent-hierarchically, com-
bines a global mirror symmetry S[(a)(b)(c)(c)(b)(a)] with, in one symmetry half, a local mirror symmetry S[(a)(b)(c)],
yielding a total W= 9/j 2 (see also Figure 14C ).
The preceding analysis agrees with the transformational approach in the sense that a twofold mirror symmetry is better than a onefold mirror symmetry (which has W = 1/2). In contrast to the transformational approach, however, the hierarchical encoding in our analysis implies that a twofold mirror symmetry is specified by a global mirror symmetry plus a local mirror symmetry. This difference becomes important in the case of threefold mirror symmetry.
Consider the 12-symbol sequence abbaabbaabba, which cyclically yields a threefold mirror symmetry (see Figures , which, plain-hierarchically, combines a global threefold repetition with three local mirror symmetries, yielding a total W = 8/12 as well (see also Figure  14D' ). Both codes have W = 8/12, which is worse than the W = 9/12 for the twofold mirror symmetry. In fact, the threefold repetition code is the simplest code, in this example as well as in the general case of an otherwise-random threefold mirrorsymmetric n-symbol sequence. In that general case, it has a W = 1/2 + 2/n, which for large n is hardly better than a onefold mirror symmetry.
The foregoing analysis implies, translated to 2D patterns, that there are indeed three symmetry axes in a threefold mirror symmetry. Contrary to the transformational approach, however, our analysis implies that the axes are all local and not global. In our analysis, a 2D threefold mirror symmetry is in fact a threefold centric symmetry with, in each of its three substructures, a local mirror symmetry. Because of those three local mirror symmetries, the pattern is quite good but still worse
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• ...'." Figure 14 . The symbol sequences in A and A' can be presented cyclically, yielding a twofold mirror symmetry (B) and a threefold mirror symmetry (B'). C and C' illustrate the result of describing one global mirror symmetry. In twofold mirror symmetry, it leaves one orthogonal local mirror symmetry (C) that is hierarchically compatible with the global mirror symmetry. In threefold mirror symmetry, it leaves two local mirror symmetries (C') that are compatible with the global mirror symmetry but not with each other, so only one of them can be described together with the global mirror symmetry. D and D' illustrate the result of describing the global centric symmetry. The twofold mirror symmetry is described as a twofold centric symmetry with, in each of its two substructures, a local mirror symmetry (D). Similarly, the threefold mirror symmetry is described as a threefold centric symmetry with, in each of its three substructures, a local mirror symmetry (D').
than a twofold mirror symmetry. Regarding global symmetry axes, the preceding implies that two orthogonal axes are better than three nonorthogonal axes. This is implied by the hierarchical compatibility of regularities (i.e., it is not caused by some additional bias toward orthogonality as, within the transformational approach, suggested by Kubovy~ 1993). One could also say that the hierarchical compatibility of regularities explains a bias toward orthogonal axes (cf. Wagemans et al., 1993 ) . To our knowledge, only Hamada and Ishihara (1988) used threefold mirror symmetries as stimuli. Their data support our prediction that a threefold mirror symmetry is in fact a "nice" threefold centric symmetry. They found that a threefold mirror symmetry is judged to be as good as a threefold centric symmetry in which each substructure comprises a local mirror symmetry without yielding global symmetry axes. They also compared threefold mirror symmetry with twofold mirror symmetry, but their stimuli are neither "otherwise-random" nor controlled for local regularities. Therefore, their data are not suited to test our prediction that an otherwise-random threefold mirror symmetry is worse than an otherwise-random twofold mirror symmetry.
Noisy Regularities
Perceptual noise can be defined in various ways for dot patterns with identical dots. Barlow and Reeves (1979) considered "smearing" in mirror symmetry: Dots in a perfectly mirrorsymmetric dot pattern are randomly displaced within, for each dot, a small tolerance area. They found that the detectability of mirror symmetry degrades gracefully with an increasing tolerance area (see also Troscianko, 1987) . Our approach requires exact positional relations, and therefore it cannot account directly for the effect of smearing. However, our approach requires those exact positional relations at the representational level only. The human perceptual system is not an absolute observer: It has a certain perceptual resolution (just not noticeable differences are generally not zero), so physically different positions may be representationally same positions. The data of Barlow and Reeves ( 1979, Figure 11 ) show that detection is not affected for small tolerance areas, which is consistent with such a perceptual resolution. Thus, smearing is virtually equivalent to the case in which some of the dots in a dot pattern are positioned according to a perfect regularity and the rest of the dots randomly scattered (see Figure 15 ; cf. Barlow & Reeves, 1979; Fitts et al., 1956; Rappaport, 1957; Royer, 1981 Figure 15 . The dot patterns from Figure 6 , but now with extra dots added randomly, yielding a noisy twofold repetition (A) and a noisy mirror symmetry (B).
1995). In this subsection, we consider the latter kind of noise only. We argue, among others, that mirror symmetry degrades gracefully with an increasing number of noise dots, just as it does with increasing smearing. First, two general remarks are in order. Empirical studies of noisy regularity fall into two categories. One category concerns the detection of noise in noisy regularity (Baylis & Driver, 1994 Bruce & Morgan, 1975; Fisher & Bornstein, 1982; Palmer & Hemenway, 1978; Royer, 1981; Zimmer, 1984) . These studies consistently show that noise is more easily detected in mirror symmetry than in repetition. This may seem to conflict with the fact that mirror symmetry is better than repetition, but actually it is perfectly in line with it. The regularity in a pattern determines what noise is, so the regularity has to be detected first in order to detect noise as being a deviation of that regularity. Hence, if the regularity is detected easily, then noise in that regularity is detected easily as well. The noise-detection data are not suited to investigate the gradedness of regularity. Therefore, in this subsection, we use mainly data from the other category, concerning detection of regularity in noisy regularity (Barlow & Reeves, 1979; Masame, 1986 Masame, , 1987 Rappaport, 1957; Troscianko, 1987; Wenderoth, 1995) .
One might tend to think that, code-technically, all noise dots in a 2D regularity can be described as if they constitute one cluster, separated from the regularity, so that the regularity can be described as if it were a perfect regularity. However, such a signal from noise separation is generally not possible. As argued, regularity substructures in a representation have to correspond to spatially contiguous subpatterns. Randomly scattered noise in such a subpattern disturbs its original spatial contiguity and thereby disturbs identities between such subpatterns. This implies that, also representationally, noise disturbs a regularity. The degree of disturbance codepends on the location of the noise, but it depends primarily on the structure of the regularity, as is discussed next.
Noisy repetition. Transformationally, an m-fold repetition is described by m -1 invariance transformations of the pattern. Holographically, an m-fold repetition is described by m -1 identities between the m substructures. In the case of noise, there is no transformational invariance, and at the least some of the holographic identities are destroyed. In fact, transformationally as well as holographically, noise destroys the repetition structure completely. In contrast to the transformational approach, however, the holographic approach does not imply that a noisy repetition is necessarily a random pattern. In some cases, residual regularity can still be described as a form of alternation, by way of the A-rule. For instance, consider the noisy threefold repetition in the symbol sequence abyabzabc. This sequence can be encoded into ((ab))/((y)(z)(c)), which still reflects a certain degree of repetitiveness.
Because of its block structure, repetition is very sensitive to noise. The holographic approach suggests two ways to evade its noise sensitivity. First, by concentrating the noise at specific locations, so that residual repetitiveness can still be described as a form of alternation. Second, by increasing the number of repetition substructures, so that there is a better chance of residual repetitiveness. In the transformational approach, there is no way to describe residual repetitiveness. To our knowledge, only Rappaport (1957) investigated the detectability of repetitive-ness in repetition. His data support our analysis: Under a constant percentage of randomly scattered noise, noise sensitivity decreases with increasing number of substructures.
Noisy mirror symmetry. In the transformational approach, mirror symmetry is described by the flip, which implies that mirror symmetry is an all-or-nothing property: As in the case of repetition, noise completely destroys the mirror symmetry. In the holographic approach, mirror symmetry is constituted by many identities between one-dot substructures. Because these substructures contain only one dot each, they remain intact (i.e., noise free) in the case noise dots are added. This does not imply that, in the case of randomly scattered noise, the mirror symmetry can be described as if it were a perfect mirror symmetry, for that would require intact symmetry halves (i.e., corresponding each to a noise-free spatially contiguous subpattern). Instead, depending on the amount of noise, an impression of global mirror symmetry may be evoked (see Figure   15B ) by still-intact subsymmetries, at the least by those consisting of only one identity. This may be illustrated as follows.
Consider the noisy mirror-symmetric symbol sequence abycddcba. This sequence can be encoded into S[(a)(b), (y S[(c)(d)])], in which each S form corresponds to an intact subsymmetry. Thus, we expect that noise breaks a mirror symmetry into separate intact subsymmetries and that all intact mirror-symmetry identities can yet be extracted. This implies that detection of mirror symmetry is predicted to be relatively insensitive to noise, as confirmed by various empirical studies (Barlow & Reeves, 1979; Masame, 1986 Masame, , 1987 Troscianko, 1987; Wenderoth, 1995) . In terms of our goodness quantification W= E/n, a mirror symmetry consisting of P mirror-symmetric dot pairs (so, E = P), in a pattern consisting of n dots (so, n -2P noise dots), gets a weight of evidence of W = P/n. This implies that, under constant n, the mirror symmetry is predicted to degrade linearly with decreasing P, in compliance with Barlow and Reeves ( 1979, fig. 4 ).
Weber's law and symmetry effects. The preceding analysis implies that noisy mirror symmetries are predicted to follow Weber's law. In terms of the goodness quantification W = E/n, adding noise dots to a (noisy) mirror symmetry affects n without affecting E. More specifically, ifN noise dots are added to a perfect mirror symmetry consisting of P mirror-symmetric dot pairs, then n = 2 P + Nand E = P, so, W = P/(2P + N). This can be rewritten into W= 1/(2 + N/P), which revealsN/Pas a real noise-to-signal ratio. This implies compliance with Weber's law: To maintain a constant level of goodness under variation of the amount of symmetry P, N/P has to remain constant, so the amount of noise Nhas to be varied proportionally to P.
This Weber behavior might explain a "symmetry effect" (i.e., a tendency to perceive more symmetry in a noisy mirror symmetry than there really is; Carmody, Nodine, & Locher, 1977; Freyd & Tversky, 1984; Garner, 1970; King et al., 1976) . King et al. (1976) and Carmody et al. (1977) argued that this symmetry effect reflects a perceptual bias and not a response bias. We agree with this, and our explanation runs as follows.
Consider, as starting pattern, a noisy mirror-symmetric dot pattern with n dots and P mirror-symmetric dot pairs. As earlier, its goodness is quantified by Wo = P~ n. After increasing its symmetry by adding, mirror-symmetrically, a mate to each of 6 noise dots, its goodness is quantified by W .... = (P "~-6)/(n -~-6). Inversely, after decreasing its symmetry by removing one dot from each of 6 mirror-symmetric dot pairs, its goodness is quantified by Wje~ = ( P-6 )/( n -6). Such dot-pattern triples show resemblance to some of the line drawing stimuli in Freyd and Tversky's (1984) so-called "high-overall-symmetry condition" (Wo relatively large). In that condition, they found a symmetry effect: A noisy mirror-symmetric pattern is identified with a more symmetric pattern rather than with a less symmetric pattern. This agrees with our analysis because, as can be verified easily, the (absolute and proportional) difference between I4Io and Wmore is indeed smaller than the difference between Wo and WI~. The same holds when the symmetry is varied by adding and removing 6 mirror-symmetric dot pairs, yielding W .... = (P + 6)/(n + 26) and W~ = (P -6)/ (n -26).
In Freyd and Tversky's (1984) so-called "low-overall-symmetry condition" (1410 relatively small), they found a weaker but opposite tendency (i.e., a tendency to identify a noisy mirrorsymmetric pattern with a less symmetric pattern rather than with a more symmetric pattern; see also Carmody et al., 1977) . This "asymmetry effect" seems to contradict our earlier explanation. However, some of the line drawing stimuli in that condition show resemblance to dot-pattern triples constructed by removing and adding 6 noise dots. In that case, Wmor~ = P/(n -6) and Wl¢~ = P/(n + 6), so the difference between Wo and W,,ore is now indeed larger than the difference between 14Io and Wl~. This suggests that the opposition of the tendencies is not caused by a difference in overall symmetry, as Freyd and Tversky argued, but by a difference in the way the symmetry-tonoise ratio is manipulated. (Our manipulation in terms of dot patterns, by the way, is meant to enable this analysis, and is not meant as proposal for a controlled experimental design.)
As mentioned, noise in a mirror symmetry is detected very easily. The foregoing noise manipulation implies that it is also readily identified with more noise (under a constant amount of symmetry). This means that the symmetry effect is not caused by an underrating of the amount of noise. Perceptually, the noise definitely means that there is something "wrong" with the mirror symmetry. However, the presence of noise is perhaps the physical "fault," but as implied by the earlier symmetry manipulation, the perceptual "fault" is rather a shortage of symmetry due to, for instance, a missing mirror-symmetric counterpart of noise. In other words, noise in a mirror symmetry is not underrated but suggests the presence of hidden symmetry, thus inducing an overrating of the actual symmetry.
Glass Patterns
The original rotational and translational Glass patterns (Glass, 1969; Glass & P6rez, 1973 ) are typically constructed by superimposing a random dot pattern on a copy of itself, slightly rotated ( see Figure l B ) or translated ( see Figure 5D ). This construction suggests that, in the transformational approach, the Moir6 structure of such a Glass pattern is to be accounted for by one invariance transformation (i.e., the rotation or translation that identifies the two superimposed copies with each other, implying that each copy becomes a substructure). This would imply that these Glass patterns are transformationally equivalent (with even the same type of transformations) to twofold centric symmetry and twofold repetition, respectively. This transformational view has several flaws.
First, a Glass pattern does not evoke a perceptual impression of twofoldness, but of a global structure caused by the uniform orientations of randomly positioned dot pairs ("dipoles"). The resulting Moir6 structure is much better than twofold repetition and quite comparable with mirror symmetry (see Figure 1 ; see also Barlow & Reeves, 1979, Figure 2; Wagemans et al., 1993 ) . Second, a transformational description of twofoldness is not possible for other, equally good Glass patterns. In a dilatational Glass pattern, the dot sizes are not dilated, so there is no transformational invariance between two copies. The same holds for rotational Glass-patterns, in the case the distance between the two dipole-dots (the dipole length) does not increase proportionally to the distance from the center of the pattern (as in Figure 1B ), but is kept constant for all dipoles (see Figure 16A) . Maloney et al. (1987) investigated the effect of adding noise dots on the detection of Glass patterns with constant dipole length (see Figure 16B) . They tested a model in which, on the basis of a statistical signal-detection approach, the detectability (d') of a noisy Glass pattern is hypothesized to be d' = K/(2 + N/P). In this formula, K is a constant factor similar to the factor a in our original goodness formula for dot patterns, whereas N is the number of noise dots added to a perfect Glass pattern consisting of P dipoles. The factor 1/(2 + N/P) is in fact the same factor we derived for noisy mirror symmetry. Indeed, MaIoney et al. argued that their model predicts that noisy Glass patterns follow Weber's law, and their data confirm this Weber behavior.
The foregoing shows that a transformational account of Glass patterns is not satisfactory. We do not pretend that the holographic approach fully explains the perceptual aspects of Glass patterns (see e.g., Prazdny, 1984) . However, a tentative holographic analysis is possible on the basis of the following considerations. First, as mentioned, a description oftwofoldness is holographically not possible, due to the demand that repetition substructures have to represent disjunct spatially contiguous subpatterns. Second, the spatial-contiguity demand implies that, instead of the two superimposed copies, the dipoles are the likely substructures of the Moir~ structure. The spatial-contiguity demand also seems to explain why the Moir6 structure disappears in the case of large dipole lengths (Glass, 1969; Wagemans et al., 1993) . This disappearance cannot be explained on the basis of proximity alone (see next subsection). These considerations give rise to the following tentative holographic analysis. For a perfect Glass pattern, the identity of all dots constitutes its first-order structure, which can be described by the A-form
((p~)(G)(pE)(G)...(pe)(G))/((o))
. In this first-order Aform, each Pi ( 1 <_ i <-P) represents the position of one dipole dot, and the fixed G represents the position of the second dipole dot relative to that first dot. For instance, for each dipole in an original rotational Glass pattern, the position of the first dipole dot can be described relative to the origin of the rotation, as if one walks from the center of an imaginary circle to a point on the contour of that circle, after which the relative position of the other dipole dot can be described by a fixed angular distance along the contour of that circle. In the positions sequence (p~) (G)(p2)(G)...(p~,) (G) in the first-order A-form, the Moir6 structure emerges as a second-order A-form (((G)) ). This second-order A-form is constituted by P -1 identities, so in terms of our goodness quantification W = E/n, the Moir6 structure has a W = (e-1 )/(2P).
In the case noise dots are randomly scattered over a perfect Glass pattern, there may be an incidental destruction of a dipole, but generally the positions of the noise dots can be "'absorbed" in the A-forms. If the positions of the noise dots are represented by ri ( 1 < i < N), the first-order A-form becomes something like ((rl) 
(pn)(G)(p2)(G)(r2)(p3)(G)...(rN)(pe) (G) ~ / ((e) ~, and the second-order A-form becomes something like (((r~)(p]))((p2))((r2)(p3))...((rlv)(pe))~/(((G))~.
Thus, analogous to the case of mirror symmetry, adding Nnoise dots increases n without affecting the P -l identities. This implies that a noisy Glass pattern has a W = (P -1 )/(2P + N), which for large P is virtually the same as the factor 1/(2 + N~ P), which was tested positively by Maloney et al. (1987) .
This tentative holographic analysis stresses the role of alternation as a perceptually relevant kind of regularity. Furthermore, it explains the empirically confirmed Weber behavior of noisy Glass patterns.
Final Remarks
To conclude the evaluation of our tentative quantification of goodness, several remarks are in order. First, for the specific case of noisy mirror symmetry, several metrics have already been proposed to measure degrees of mirror symmetry (cf. Chipman, 1977; Masame, 1986 Masame, , 1987 Zimmer, 1984) . We do not exclude that, in that specific case, some of those metrics might perform better than our quantification. Our quantification, however, is not tailored to that specific case but reflects a more general measurement of goodness of visual regularities, with and without noise and with and without extra regularity. Moreover, in contrast to (most of) those other metrics, our quantification is not just some heuristic, but it is based on a fundamental analysis of the structure of regularity.
Second, Maloney et al. (1987) showed that the detection of noisy Glass patterns is not based on proximity alone. In their experiment, each dipole dot had 6 to 10 noise dots closer by than its mate. If proximity were decisive, then noisy Glass patterns would be much worse than they really are (see also Glass & P6rez, 1973 ) . Because the goodness properties of Glass patterns are quite comparable with those of mirror symmetry, the preceding also suggests that in mirror symmetry the proximity of mirror-symmetric points near the symmetry axis plays per-haps a role but not enough to explain the goodness difference with respect to twofold repetition.
Third, Maloney et al. (1987) argued that, instead of a mechanism based on proximity, a mechanism based on autocorrelation seems necessary to explain the detection of noisy Glass patterns (see also Glass, 1969) . Their detectability formula d' = K/ (2 + N~ P) reflects, as they argue, a very simplified approximation of an autocorrelation mechanism. Although we agree with their formula, we can hardly agree with their suggestion that a blockwise autocorrelation mechanism is involved. In our view, their formula actually reflects a hardly simplified characterization of the signal-to-noise ratio we derived from the holographic pointwise representation of noisy Glass patterns.
Finally, this section concerns, of course, only a limited class of patterns, and there is probably still much that can be said about or even against our (tentative) quantification of goodness. All in all, however, our quantification of goodness shows that a coherent explanation of various goodness phenomena is possible on the basis of the holographic view on regularity.
The Ecological Validity of Holographic Perception
Beside the psychological question about which principles underlie visual pattern representations, it is equally interesting to ask what the use of those principles is. In other words, in an ecological or evolutionary sense, what is the survival value of a given principle? We approach this question by comparing the transformational approach and the holographic approach with respect to "technical" and qualitative aspects of representations.
By technical aspects of representations, we primarily mean the size of internally stored representations. Both the transformational approach and the holographic approach consider, within the rules of each approach, all features in a pattern. The transformational approach, however, tends to give a full account of these features, whereas the holographic approach encodes these features and, using the minimum principle, selects the simplest combination of compatible features. In other words, for better patterns, the transformational approach tends to produce less compact representations, whereas the holographic approach tends to produce more compact representations. In the past, the structural information theory used a complexity metric that aimed explicitly at "descriptive economy" (i.e., at compactness). In the last few years, however, an improved metric has been used (Helm et al., 1992) that is based on the holographic approach. Instead of aiming at compactness, this new metric aims at "phenomenal simplicity" (i.e., at describing a maximum amount of regularity). Yet, compactness is still a strong side effect as the new metric yields hardly different codes (see . Because compactness enables an efficient storage and retrieval of representations, holographic representations have more survival value than transformational ones.
By qualitative aspects of representations, we primarily mean the extent to which representations allow regularity to play a role in object identification. In visual perception research, regularities in a scene are not conceived as accidentally present but as indicating meaningful entities: Like color and proximity, they serve as cues for objectness and are thereby useful in structuring the scene. The transformational approach and the holographic approach differ considerably regarding veridicality (i.e., the ability to supply reliable or useful objectness cues). To be clear, the topic now is the correspondence between the external physical world and the internal representation of that world and not the origin of that correspondence (we discussed its origin at the beginning of this article). We first consider the role of mirror symmetry as such and then in relation to repetition.
Mirror symmetry strongly enhances the objectness of a part of a scene by "binding" the elements of that part into a whole. This, in turn, means that this part is separated from the rest of the scene and, in that sense, mirror symmetry yields a cue for pattern segmentation. The strong binding force of mirror symmetry has survival value, considering that living, and therefore potentially dangerous or edible, objects have generally at the least one axis of symmetry. It is also consistent with the holographic approach rather than the transformational approach. First, the remarkable binding force of mirror symmetry is transformationally sustained by only one block invariance, whereas holographically it is sustained by many point identities. Second, it is true that many living objects (animals in particular) move transformationally, by way of translations and rotations of the body. However, many more living objects (not only animals, but plants as well) grow holographically: To an already mirror-symmetric body, new elements are added, preserving the mirror-symmetric character of the body. One might even conjecture that there is a common cause relationship between the external physical world and the internal representation of that world. That is, the principle of holography might have emerged not quite as accidentally as we suggested at the beginning of this article; it might be an external as well as internal principle, active in both the physical and the perceptual "construction" of objects.
Noisy mirror symmetry enlarges the difference between the two theories further. Whereas the transformational approach cannot deal with noise, the holographic approach explains that because of still-intact subsymmetries, a noisy mirror symmetry may yet evoke a certain objectness. It also predicts both a symmetry effect and an asymmetry effect (cf. Carmody et al., 1977; Freyd & Tversky, 1984) . Ecologically, this may seem paradoxical, but both effects have survival value. The symmetry effect is predicted in the case the number of mirror-symmetric point pairs is manipulated. Ecologically, this corresponds to partly hidden objectness. In other words, partly hidden mirror-symmetric objectness evokes an impression of more objectness than there really is. As it is safer not to overlook a partly hidden object (be it either prey or predator), the symmetry effect has survival value--for the perceiver, not for the perceived. For the perceived, the asymmetry effect shows an evolutionary adaptive way to counter the symmetry effect. The asymmetry effect is predicted in the case the amount of noise is manipulated. Ecologically, this corresponds to camouflaged objectness, for instance, through skin markings. In other words, camouflaged mirror-symmetric objectness evokes an impression of less objectness than there really is. As it is safer to be overlooked (being either prey or predator), the asymmetry effect has survival value--for the perceived. Yet, the perceiver has probably the better chances: The perceiver could, also being evolutionary adaptive, develop the counterstrategy of concentrating on contours rather than on areas inside contours. Contours are not only relevant objectness cues but also hardly sensitive to camouflage through skin markings. This might explain a special role for the area near the pattern contour in mirror symmetry detection (Barlow & Reeves, 1979; Bruce & Morgan, 1975) .
The transformational approach and the holographic approach hardly differ with respect to repetition (only in the case of noise is there a holographic advantage due to the regularity called alternation), but they differ considerably in the way they distinguish between repetition and mirror symmetry. Ecologically, mirror symmetry is a cue for one object, whereas twofold repetition is a cue for two objects rather than for one object. The transformational approach does not distinguish between twofold repetition and mirror symmetry: In both cases, the binding force is sustained by one transformational block invariance. The holographic approach holds that a repetition or alternation may bind quite strongly into one object, but only if the number of holographic block identities is large. In other words, only if the identical subpattern occurs many times, as in centipedes, but also as many hairs make a fur and many animals make a flock. If the identical subpattern occurs only a few times, repetition and alternation rather suggest segmentation into those few identical subpatterns.
The foregoing discussion implies that the goodness of a regularity influences the objectness in the pattern. The inverse, however, is also true: Other objectness cues, such as color and proximity, may influence the goodness of a regularity. For instance, Baylis and Driver (1995) found that, in the contour of one onecolor surface, mirror symmetry is more salient than twofold repetition, whereas divided over two such surfaces, the inverse holds. They argued that this effect is consistent with the assumption of a segmentation on the basis of contour concavities (in line with Hoffman & Richards, 1984) , which facilitates detection of mirror symmetry in the case of one object, whereas it facilitates twofold repetition in the case of two objects (see also Labont6, Shapira, Cohen, & Faubert, 1995) . Similarly, several studies of dot patterns (Corballis et al., 197 l; Corballis & Roldan, 1974; Kahn & Foster, 1986) show that otherwise-random twofold repetition is not worse than otherwise-random mirror symmetry when the two pattern halves are presented with an empty space between them. Corballis et al. (1971) suggested that such a spacing might cause the two pattern halves to be seen as two objects rather than as one object. We agree with this suggestion, but it needs a further qualification because, like spacing, extra regularity in each pattern half also renders twofold repetition and mirror symmetry equally good (Corballis & Roldan, 1974) . Spacing plus extra regularity even renders twofold repetition better than mirror symmetry (Corballis et al., 197 !; Corballis & Roldan, 1974) . The latter effect is consistent with Baylis and Driver's (1995) data: An arbitrary onecolor surface is more regular than an arbitrary dot pattern.
We believe that regularity detection precedes and yields cues for segmentation, not the other way around. This does not exclude that other cues may influence regularity detection. In fact, we think that the just-described effects are based on objectness cues that may or may not conflict, as follows. A one-object cue by surface color or dot proximity conflicts with the two-object cue by twofold repetition but not with the one-object cue by mirror symmetry. Inversely, a two-object cue by surface color or dot proximity conflicts with the one-object cue by mirror symmetry but not with the two-object cue by twofold repetition. Analogously, extra regularity in each pattern half implies, as such, a separate objectness cue in each pattern half, which conflicts with the one-object cue by mirror symmetry but not with the two-object cue by twofold repetition. This stands apart from the goodness effect of extra regularity: With respect to goodness, both twofold repetition and mirror symmetry gain by extra regularity in each pattern half (albeit in different degrees). With respect to objectness, however, extra regularity weakens the global binding by mirror symmetry but strengthens the local segmentation by repetition. In an otherwise-random thregfold mirror symmetry, for instance, the three global mirror symmetries are not hierarchically compatible, and the pattern is predicted to be perceived as a threefold centric symmetry with, in each of its three substructures, a local mirror symmetry. The three global mirror symmetries can hardly be said to help each other with respect to objectness: They each imply a one-object cue for the entire pattern, but these three "objects" are, so to say, out of phase. The three local mirror symmetries, however, enhance the three-object cue by the threefold centric symmetry.
In summary, both transformational and holographic perception have ecological validity because of the focus on regularity as objectness cue. Holographic perception, however, has additional validity because of the compactness of internally stored representations and because of a higher degree of veridicality regarding objectness, due to the relative noise insensitivity of mirror symmetry, the symmetry effects, and the binding differences between mirror symmetry and repetition.
Summary and Conclusion
In this article, we have argued that, in the past, neither satisfactory representational explanations nor stratisfactory process-based explanations of the goodness of visual regularities existed, and we have presented a promising new representational explanation. This new representational explanation is given by the so-called holographic approach, which starts from a formal analysis of regularity . In the past, the only available formal analysis of regularity was provided by the so-called transformational approach, in which certain perceptually relevant kinds of regularity are described by means of groups of invariance transformations. The transformational approach has had a strong influence on research: It provides the standard classification system in crystallography and art science, and it is used also in visual perception research. We have argued, however, that the representational transformational approach, just like the process-based goodness explanations that have been proposed so far, is not flexible enough to account for the wide variety of goodness phenomena.
Beside many points of agreement between the holographic approach and the transformational approach, there are also several fundamental points of disagreement that pervade goodness in particular. The holographic approach starts from a formalization of regularity in terms of ordered sets of identity relationships between subpatterns . In this formalization, the concept of holographic regularity specifies the intrinsic character of regularity, and it appears that among the infinite number of theoretically possible kinds of regularity, there are only 20 holographic kinds of regularity. A further specification is given by the concept of transparent hierarchy, which applies to the extrinsic compatibility of a regularity with other regularities. Together, holographic regularity and trans-parent hierarchy specify the unique formal status of repetition, bilateral symmetry, and so-called alternation (as in Glass patterns). The perceptually most relevant differences between the transformational approach and the holographic approach can be listed as follows.
1. Transformationally, both repetition and mirror symmetry get a block structure. Holographically, repetition gets a block structure, but mirror symmetry gets a point structure. This holographic difference in structure explains the goodness difference between twofold repetition and mirror symmetry (Baylis & Driver, 1994 Bruce & Morgan, 1975; Corballis & Roldan, 1974; Fitts et al., 1956; Julesz, 1971; Kubovy, 1993; Zimmer, 1984) . Using the transformational approach, one has to resort to process biases to account for this.
2, The goodness difference disappears in the case of additional regularity in each pattern half (Bradshaw et al., 1976; Corballis et al., 1971; Corballis & Roldan, 1974) . In the holographic approach, this is explained by the compatibility of regularities. This compatibility is specified, in particular, by the concept of transparent hierarchy, and it implies that the goodness of the additional regularity counts twice in the case of twofold repetition and only once in the case of mirror symmetry. In the transformational approach, the additional goodness would, if any, count equally strong in both cases, so the original goodness difference and its disappearance cannot both be accounted for by consistent process biases.
3. The concept of transparent hierarchy also implies that global symmetry axes are not always as important as suggested by the transformational approach. It implies that an otherwiserandom threefold mirror symmetry is in fact a threefold centric symmetry (with, in each of its three substructures, a local mirror symmetry; cf. Hamada & Ishihara, 1988) and worse than an otherwise-random twofold mirror symmetry. This explains a bias toward orthogonal symmetry axes (Kubovy, 1993; Wageroans et al., 1993) .
4. Whereas the transformational approach cannot deal with noise, the holographic approach can. The holographic point structure of mirror symmetry enables access to still-intact subsymmetries in a noisy mirror symmetry, which explains the gradedness and relative noise insensitivity of mirror symmetry (Barlow & Reeves, 1979; Locher & Smets, 1992; Masame, 1986 Masame, , 1987 Troscianko, 1987; Wenderoth, 1995; Zhang & Gerbino, 1992) . It also implies that noisy mirror symmetries follow Weber's law, which explains both a symmetry effect and an asymmetry effect (Carmody et al., 1977; Freyd & Tversky, 1984; Garner, 1970; King et al., 1976) . Furthermore, the Weber behavior of noisy Glass patterns (Maloney et al., 1987 ) is explained by the holographic structure of the regularity called alternation. Alternation is not among the regularities considered within the transformational approach.
5. Finally, holographic perception has more ecological validity than transformational perception, due to more economical internal pattern representations and a higher degree of veridicality with respect to objectness.
In conclusion, the transformational approach may have dominated theoretical and empirical research on visual regularity during the past decades, but the holographic approach provides a more promising analysis of visual regularity. We are well aware of the fact that, with respect to some implications of the holographic approach, the empirical evidence is still rather thin and that more systematic empirical research is required. Confidently, however, we look forward to such further research because, so far, virtually all empirical data can be explained, or at the least understood, on the basis of the intrinsic holographic character of visual regularity.
